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NON) CALDWELL _’5 
Not so long ago, having a cell 

pronewesanonecrames §— § CULT Y4 VE (SOL KL / 
blowing convenience! It was 

revolutionary...for about a month. SI] THU jf [fal 

Then it got boring — which is why 

they added cameras, mp3 players, 

ringtones, text messaging, web (— fe [_ [_ SP KM i I ] Ee 

browsers and all other kinds of 

features. And that's great, but now 

that they're all out of good ideas, Fe Al X : a Ano) 

we can only look forward to... 

NOT ME, DUDE. 
MUST @E 

(@)e}u(olat=]m-ce)aat= lam ielani=)¢=)mOz=)1(-1 am |B) 
Handy Yellow iy Attachment 



What if 
Alexander Graham Bell 

had invented the 
cell phone? 

John Philip Sousa 
would have made 
a fortune on 
ringtone royalties. 

D 
SX 
eee 

Ay - Fay 
RH Oi TOLD HIM 
LD BE AT THE BEACH 

ALL DAY !! 

That historic first 
call to Watson 
would have gone 
directly to his 
voice mail. 

[| 

Carpal Tunnel 
Syndrome 
would have 
been much 

more common- 
place when you 
factor all the 
handcranking 
in with the text 
messaging. 

. 
12-Ft. Dead Battery Jumper Cables WRITER AND ARTIST: JOHN CALDWELL 

COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 7 



3) JEDI KNIGHTMARE DEPT. 

There is unrest in the movie theaters. =, STAR. EPIC LOAD II leadership of George Lucas, are foisting more 

plotlines upon a weary and disgusted public. af © re oly 
ime ale mee |ge)(eb||.<-me|[-\(eye|O(—-m-lale exe) aN ie) le \v—\o 

fala lalcolgielal-i—mxe(—\.—\(e) olan\—ial aml at-\—miaat-o\— male 

(oljji(ei0]| mmo) aan ia\—aa—>.41a—1a a\—)\\ae le alik—xommalllaale\—\ame)t 

la—aal-lallalo mee i= le — eee oma at-llelt—| ewe Le l<— le ——) ae | 
ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER WRITER: DICK DEBARTOLO 

I’m Oldie Von Moldie, Jet-eye master! There is 
great unrest in the Galactic Senate! So what 
else is new? Hell, the day the unrest stops, 
this endless parade of mind-numbing Star 
Bores adventures will end and my confusing 
life will finally be over! | mean, | started out 
as an old man, then | died, then | was young 
again! Now I’m aging all over again! No one 
ever knows how many candles to put on my 
birthday cake! The only good news is that I’m 
young again, but because of a book-keeping 
error | still collect my Senior Jet-eye pension! 

Meesa is H - Wy, Master Yodel am I! 
It’sa amazin’ howsa many 
peoples hates meesa! Wella 

Dispensing wise sayings 
have been doing I forever! 

I'm Mannequin Skystalker, apprentice to Oldie 
Von Moldie! | was an apprentice in the last Star 
Bores movie, and |’m still an apprentice! Jet-eye 
knights may have hi-tech equipment, but what 
we really need is a strong union to fight for 

quicker advancement! Then again, it might be my [ 
rebellious attitude! Jet-eye law forbids romantic 
attachments, but Senator AmaDilly and I have 
been practicing docking maneuvers! I’m not 

worried, though! Now that she’s a politician, if 
anyone asks, AmaDilly automatically says, “I am 

the victim of a vast Federation conspiracy!” 

| 
I'm Bar Stool, sometimes 
known as R2D2! Ijust § 
heard some bad news! 
Now there's a newer 

I’m Senator PetMe AmaDilly, the 
former Queen of No-boo-boo and 
current Skystalker heartthrob! 

I've joined the Galactic Senate to 
vote on the critical issue of 

creating an Army of the Republic 
to assist the overwhelmed 

Jet-eye knights! I’m also pushing 
a vote for women to get some 

easier-to-take-care-of hairstyles! 
These ridiculous do’s take hours 
a day to wash, set and blow-dry! 

Li 

I'm Damn Weasel, bounty hunter! 
My mission is to kill Senator 
AmabDilly! This vial contains 

I'm Lace Windows, senior 
member of the High Council! I’m 
quite concerned by the growing 
disturbance in the Force! I’m 

even more concerned that all | 
ever get to do in any of these 

movies is, well, look concerned! 
In the last Star Bores movie | 

just looked plain old concerned, 
but in this movie, it’s a much 
more demanding role, so you'll 
see me look deeply concerned! 

I'm Tango Feet, the bounty hunter 
chosen to be the template for the Army 

this film not because 

¥ I’m Chancellor Palpitation, 
head of the Senate! | have 

to be very careful that 
anything | say or do 

doesn’t cause an all-out 
"| war with the Separatwits! 

The Separatwits have 
the ability to produce 
millions of clones ready 
to do their bidding — 

sort of like Scientologists, 
but less scary! 

v % 
he U7 

Hey George 

| am Count Cuckoo, leader of the 
Separatwits! Even though I’m 

getting on in years, and | can’t get 
my light saber to work like | used 

# to without special effects, I’m still a 
sharp adversary to be contended 
with! And as soon as | remember 
exactly who my adversary is, he 

better watch out! Now where did | 
put the keys to my Solar Sailer? 

And where did | put my Solar Sailer? 
And do | need keys? 

1 Alf her | \'m George Lucas, 
don’t! have apartinthis | 

film? You want a weird look- 
and I’m sick of the 

critics saying that my 
MADsa gonna do youse a 

favor George Lucasa nevers 
do! Thisa is only time yousa 
see meesa! Yousa can say 
thanksa to MAD bysa sub- 

scribing at madmag.com! Tell 
them Har Har sentsa yousa! 

“May the Force Be With You” 
from my mind has come! 
Okay, so originally | said 

maybe: “With you, may the 
force be,” but basically still 
my idea it is! | talk always 

asteroid backwards! 

poisonous Kewpies! | plan to have 
model Astromech Droid, yy) my droid release these creepy, 
R4D4, which is much yy crawling things in her bed! Though, 

more powerful than me! to be honest, | think AmabDilly is 
Hoo boy! Now | know how much more worried about another 
the Sega System felt when insect ruining her and everyone 

the XBox came along! else’s summer — Spider-Man! 

the Republic needed |; 
my help, but 

because Hasbro did! 
They needed one 
more action figure 
to round out their 
Star Bores toy line! 

Each clone will have all my traits: my 
genius-like intelligence, my superhuman 
physical strength, my superior cunning 
and agility, and most of all, my sense 

of modesty! Oh, there’s one other thing 
all the clones share with me: absolutely 

no acting ability whatsoever! 

ing alien? I am a weird 
looking alien! You want atti- 
tude? | reek attitude! You 

| want something that’s 100% 
owned and merchandised by 
Lucas, Inc.? Oh, that’s why 
I'm not in this film! Ha! 

Star Bores movies 
are lackluster and 

repetitive! I'd like to 
see anyone of them 

write the same movie 
=| nine times and make 

it appear fresh! 



Yodel, my name is! 
Your guide to this 
complicated story, 
am I! Which means, 

Uh LO A 
| Senator AmaDilly, \y 

| feared you were 
killed in that 
explosion, but 

ASM \\\ 
My decoy was killed! 
I was very close to 
the explosion, but 
my hair absorbed 

MW MU E 
If anyone tries to harm you, 

I will throw my body on top of 
Senator, we've 
come to protect 

you from 
in big trouble, are 
you! At the Galactic 
Senate, start we! 

| A Jet-eye must do 5 
more than protect! 

We must hunt 
down and catch 
the assassin! No 
harm must ever 

come to AmabDilly! 

We must find { 
out who is 

after Senator 

AmabDilly! 

Welcome to 
the Freak’s 7] 

Bar! There's no || 
} cover charge } 

for freaks, so || 
make yourself | 

at home! 

your 
pardon, 

but 
we're not 
freaks! 

you're all right! 

Mannequin, | fear 
you're letting your 

personal feelings get 
in the way of your 
duties as a Jet-eye! 

Your focus must never 

Compared to the 
usual nightly crowd 
we get, you are! 

Why do you think we 
threw ’N Sync out? 
They were just too 
weird for the room! 

99% of the shock! your enemies! 

y] 7) UR 

1 ij 

I'm disappointed in you, Master! 

does 
have a 
great 

Disappointed? | followed the 
assassin droid that attacked 

AmabDilly and hung onto it as it 
zipped through traffic, until! Damn 
Weasel shot at me! Then | dropped 
2,000 feet and landed in your hot 

y yours! Wait! | sense danger now! 
Y) Lay down and I'll jump on top! 

- Yes! You didn't 
stop off at 

StarwarBucks 
and get us café 

lattes and 
a few Spittooine 

Cinnamon 
Swirls! I would 

Tat HUT 

— 

Wold ee cai 

you | No thanks, | 
like |} don’t smoke! |. 
to |} Besides, 
buy |} you should 
some go home 
death and rethink 
sticks? |] your life! 

rod pod! And youre disappointed? 

VES ‘6 
ye ’ 

have done that! 

WZ K 

Just my luck! | can cast a spell 
on a young man in seconds! 

| Now if only it worked that 
} well with young women! Wait, | 
| | better not give Mannequin 

any ideas! A Jet-eye who 
knows no love knows quite 
a bit about “Blue Moons”! 

NY | SN 



I finally 
caught 
you, 
Damn 

Weasel! 
Now tell 
me, who 

hired you? ring a bell! 

Hmm... 
-Ga- ba was my 

pee | dying breath, 
That idiot! Ciao! 

name : 

doesn’t Now were at | 

=S$ = 

| Can you |= 
| tell me } 
where 
this 

poison 
dart 
came 

Can you cross 
my palm 

with silver? 

No, but 
I can cross 
your face 

with my fist! 

In that case, the 
dart is from the 
Planet Kinko! 

They're cloners! 
They love to 
copy things! 
They make 
clones 24/7! 

You think finding 
your mother will 
really end those 

years of sleepless- 
ness, Manny? 

will! 

help 

I'm positive it ills’? 
She has a re 

prescription to 
me sleep! tas 

It’s nota / 

a dead end! 

a copy of this 

To NoBooBoo, out of harm’s way, Senator AmaDilly, 
Mannequin takes! Makes no sense, did that, to me, even! 

The power 
of the 
Force is 

with you, ff 

Oldie Von 

Moldie is too 
critical of me! 

I'm far more 
advanced than 

he thinks I am! 

Really? If you 
had the Force, 
you'd be able 
to feel what 
I'm thinking! 

Manny, don’t try to 
grow up too fast! And 
please don’t look at 

me like that! | can see 
what you’re thinking! 

re cloned from me, Tango Feet! 
= 7 

| “Here's the forecast 
for Kinko! Showers 

@ §=for the next 2,000 
Shanigans, followed 

y by heavy rain, followed & 
by thunderstorms! 

The weather will turn 
inclement after that!” 

7, 200,000 clone 
| soldiers! As soon 

as we install 
the 400,000 
AA batteries, |- 

they'll be ready 
for battle! 

I see that! It would be 
nice if you had stood up 
a little straighter before 
they cloned you! Now we 
have 200,000 clones with 
extremely bad posture! 

Meanwhile, Mannequin on a quest for his mother, to 
Spittooine, he does go! Big help, Whatzzup, will be! We have MegaMotorola Transponders 

to keep in touch with each other! 
Of course, when I’m this far away, 
| shut mine off in order to avoid 

the intergalactic roaming charges! 

Let’s hope Oldie 
isn’t furious because 
you disobeyed his 
orders by leaving 

NoBooBoo! 

No, she has 

screenplay! 
I'll go 

right out! 



3 = === Er, right! So 
=] Mannequin! Then could you get off my foot — and your light maybe you should 

I'mhere £ saber is sticking me in the side! Since | saw you die now, so you'll 
now! You last, | remarried! His name is Craig Liars and he be fine tomorrow, 

won't be has a son! In the future, that son will be your son’s and wake up as 
in pain uncle, but of course as you know from Movie One, my sister in about 

anymore! Episode Four, that future’s already in the past! a week or two! 

Yeah! | sold her! 
The guy who bought 

Whatzzup, her, married her! 
Mannequin? Then she was 

: kidnapped by Tushken |. 
Have you seen Raiders and taken 

my mother? to the next panel! 

Meanwhile, ———5 - 
a big, long, | | I've been pushed into = We three |; Okay, | give up! Who, or m7 | am, || When the movie 

knock- a vat at the droid- You may be okay for the may die, ff what, are we fighting? but is finished! 
down fight making foundry on moment, but — you, Oldie but my how Don’t worry, 

with Tango Genius! Molten iron Von Moldie and Mannequin |, | hair will F We're fighting the will | the boys at 

Feet and is pouring on me! will be captured and sacrificed |j7} live on! dreaded animals of |} Know |] Industrial Light 

his son, I'm doomed! Wait! in the Continental Airlines And the “blue screen”! if | kill and Magic will 

Oldie Von My hair's deflecting Execution Arena! All three come Lash out at any of make sure 

Moldie has! the molten | of you will die hideous deaths jf back to them in any way them? you come 

Leads him lead! I’m okay! at the hands of monsters! S| kill you! | that you can! out a hero! 

to Planet : = 7 7 
of Genius, ‘ fF hiv) y 

it does! . S9 me i 
There, 4 

Count 
Cuckoo 

organizing 
an army 
of droids, 
he finds! 

£¢ 

"Ri ha ana LC. <2 Won the battle with Cuckoo, I did! And day happy yen 
. There is True, that (F< JS for AmaDilly and Mannequin. Married they do get! 

you could no isn’t, Cuckoo! SS F U ip wa 

say I got lost 4 concentration Force Mean, If |=, = ; 
the “upper your y) had five |} more Green, I! 

hand” concen- fingers on it, [Z Steal the ou 
inthis | tration, p you're right, [4 movie with || 4) 

Mannequin! # this scene, I! \ 

| And do you, AmaDilly, | 
take Mannequin’s 
remaining 

hand in Holy 
Matrimony? 

CN 5 Se 
LES} 

RSIS mad 
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JOKE AND DAGGER DEPT. 

17 COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN WRITER AND ARTIST: ANTONIO PROHIAS 



SNAPPY ANSWERS MAKE YOUR OWN 
STUPID S BEST-SELLING BOOK TITLE 

(Choose One From Each Column) 

AMERICAN IDOL 
REJECTED THEME WEEKS 

“PET FOOD AD 
JINGLES OF THE 9. 

EEE He's Just Not (pesca . us 0 Suze Orman’s Diet Plan 
That Into —— —— Meow, meow, 

meow, meow, meo: y = 

erro, ea f: Chicken Soup for 

oem 3 : : SS A Serial Killer's Rainy-Day 
= The Audacity of —_——- Sudoku 

ST Michelle 
Act Like A Lady, Obama's 

; Think Like 
“SONGS WITH \ RW, 7 Ay UF . ——— Marley Ring-Wing 

* ONE SPOKEN ~ ' l The 7 Habits of and Me's Agenda 
- WORD” WEEK 

\ 1 . Shhh! I'm 

\ 

Harry Potter's Total Makeover 

Key to Wealth 

bandleader 

with a 

really thick 

baton. 

working under- 

cover and 

morons like 

: you could blow 

“NATIONAL my disguise. 

ANTHEMS OF | 
AMERICA’S SWORN Bree, , 

pa No, I'ma 
ENEMIES” WEEK Foal policewoman — 

- oh darn these boxy 

uniforms! 

LITTLE ROGER KAPUTNIK 

STRIKE THEE! 
yYOu/’RE Out! 

THAT/S TWO AWAYL, 
STRIKE THREE! ~ 
You'Re OUT! 

THAT'S ONE AWAY! 

BP 
SNAPPY ANSWER HERE! 

NICE GOING, 
PIKE THREE! 

you're OUT! 
\ THE GAME |S OVER! ¢ 

MOM , I'VE DECIDED 
TO START EATING 
MORE GREENS. 

KAPUTNIK/ YOU LOST 
THE GAME FOR us! 

You CAN HAVE ALL 
THE RED, BLUE AND / 43 

YELLOW ONES. eal) 

“GRAMMATICAL 
CORRECTIONS” 

WEEK 

“You aren't 
1 anything but a 
\ hound dog... 

“RESTAURANT 
SIGNS PUT TO 
MUSIC” WEEK 

Restrooms ~ 
are for the tea of \ 
customers only, \ 

Soup of the day: split pea,\ 
All baking done on 

prettiises, 
No schetttuions, 

DUM DEE 
DUM PUM! 

A GIANT ALIEN 
IS ATTACKING 
THE INNOCENT 
POPULACE OF 

. OUR FAIR CITY | 

THIS LOOKS LIKE 
A JOB FOR | 

N- 

HELLO, METROPOLIS 
INFORMATION? DO YOU 

HAVE THE PHONE 
NUMBER FOR A 

MR_ SUPERMAN? 

CO OOOO OOOOOOSOS OOOOH HHOOHHHHHHOHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHOHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHOOHHEEEEE 
e ee ee ee ee ee ee ee eccooce 19 



eee eet ree 

POHCHHCHCOHESECECSOECOCE LOCOS OOEEOOE 
peeeooeCoeesooceg—pe 
peeeeoCCe2OCRECOCO” 

Which of the 

peeee ? 

@eoeeeccoce 
20 eoccccccce 

eeeccececcce 

a a a a a p@ 

, 
PART @ONE 

THE PUZZLE Nook 
4 choices host 

completes this
 phrase: 

_EY IS THE ROOT 
~~ oF ALL EVIL 

4. MON_— 

_ EATING 

_ DOING THE 
4 HOKEY POK__ 

4. BARN__ 

The next time someone tries to talk you 
out of your money, do what I do — tell ‘em 
to take a hike and go buy yourself an iPod! 

epertodentt cpa testes ds a 
eoeceeeceee 
eoeeoeeeece 
eceoeecceece 
eoeoeeceoece 

——— FAMILY FUNNIES 
7. Roller blades! * ; Okay, over = 5 Hey, let me try ‘em! 
Y When! was a kid, 
7 | was pretty good on 

roller blades! | had a 
\ “special move”! 

—_ ae 

Okay, everybody! 4 
Watch closely... pts 

Ha! Big talker! So where’s the 
7 Special move” you were bragging about?! 

a 

Good after- Let me stop The Boy Scouts is an organization 
noon, sir. you right that preys on the ignorance of youth 

My name is there, kid. and the sympathy of adults. They 
Evan Chow, have you dress up in dorky uniforms 
and I'm with and sell crappy overpriced candy 

door to door in order to fund their 
own creepy and sinister agendas. 

Boy Scout 
Troop 224. 

I was 
coming by 

to ask you... 

That we should use the 
money to buy an iPod! 

What'd he say when you told 
him you found his wallet? 
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TIME-TESTED UNSUCCESSFUL PICK UP LINES a ie Se Can | give you a ride 
home in my Kia? 

Doppler radar says 
to expect some 

Patchy low clouds. 

i 

Can you keep 
4 secret? In 

& previous life, 
| was the Queen 

of Holland. 

| had the Craziest 
dream about 

William Howard Taft 
last night. 

| have the entire 
4th season 
of Webster 
on Blu-ray. 

! put my colonos 2 cop 
video on Passboak 

eooce 
eooe 
ecco 
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ON-TRAY VIEW DEPT. 

What’s the worst thing about going to a fast food joint? The long lines? Lousy Food? 

SOR PUBRY'S’ 
FAMILY RESTAURANTS Serving 

COMMUNITY BULLETIN BOARD 
PARANOIDS ANONYMOUS will 
hold its monthly meeting July 24th at 
8 PM. All are invited, but since the 
members wish to maintain their ano- 
nymity, they refuse to reveal where the 
meeting will be held. 

THE JASPER HIGH SCHOOL 
MOTHER’S CLUB is having its 
monthly mud-wrestling night with the 
Bunville Ladies Society on July 16th 
starting at 7:30 PM at Elk’s Lodge #59. 
Bingo to follow. 

COMMUNITY BOARD #5 presents 
an evening of skin rash identification. 
Refreshments. Victor Lipper Hall, July 
9th, 9 PM. Free!! 

LITTLE BROTHERS, INC. is a 
community service organization provid- 
ing neighborhood bullies and other 
tough guys with defenseless children to 
push and order around. Volunteers are 
desperately needed. Call Mr. Rocco at 
KL 5-1763. 

UNSKILLED MEDICAL VOL- 
UNTEERS, 85 Butt Street, provides 
second-rate, inadequate and potentially 
dangerous health services to area resi- 
dents who can’t afford professonal help 
but make too much to be eligible for 
Medicare. Also available: Poorly man- 
aged day care center. For information 
phone 171-8898. 

HAVE YOU TRIED 
S03 ORFS 
STUFF ons STICK™ 

GOES GREAT WITH OUR 

GOOP w. CUP™! 

NOW MADE WITH 100% PIG FAT! 

SPECIAL OFFER WHILE SUPPLIES LAST CREW PERSON 

The Toxic Dump Site Collector's == “ OF THE MONTH 

Glasses Are Here! Nuclear Waste, 

Caustic Chemicals and More... 

All pictured in Full Color on these 
festive 12-ounce tumblers! FREE 
with your purchase of a_half- 
gallon size PuffBucket™ Shake. We're ms 
adding new dump sites every week. COLLECT THEM ALL! 

FUN RAGS asour S03 COURS” 
WE'RE , Every single one of Sir Puffy’s® 912 restaurant managers 
PROUD! has completed almost two years of high school! 

If all the burgers served at Sir Puffy’s® in one day were laid 
from end to end ona highway, it would take over six hours to My name is Clarence Shivers. | 
wash, reheat and sell them to unwitting customers! have been working at Sir Puffy’s® 

Sir Puffy’s® cups, napkins, styrofoam containers and ; j H 
ketchup packets account for more than 18% of all the litter for six years. | mney pineiieiie. | 
found in our country’s national parks, forests and recre- minimum wage. This is the only 
ation areas! job I’ve ever had. I’m not 
A = be ee stated that there is only a casual qualified to do anything else. 
eee I'll probably be working here 

the rest of my miserable life. 

See if you can find the 22 words or phrases that Have a nice day! 
describe things found in Sir Puffy’s® kitchen! = mS 

=e) > N > x= 

QODPr>oUV—-DOroz=—MVvElVn @e m>DOnNOWM—OZMIwHO2l2zr- DBD<UDNAOCrFOZ—ODrrot=o FOOUr-OAMnrmMmIwH—Orv NONOSYr—-—-OZzOTMMHAv.- 2a TMAROCMOCHwMHHAYrD—>Yr-—-W D—-DVWKOAMS=—CTrnozz=~<oO rmMBn— VND <O—-mmIaIrc reOnvusc—rin9oMwoZzo0 VIUMHOMB< YFrA—-<MMHMwHD xm—-ARADF- IMC wWZOrCrHA-—> <OHAOFTOCOMNDA—MoOorm M<=CrNMOYYVUFZHOQDC—mM QOrr—AWMNCWDWONOFr~<~OAOCD OmMmMOaxXmumMuryDCVrOO— rTOWMOMes=mMrarcozwcn 

WRITERS: CHARLIE KADAU AND JOE RAIOLA ARTIST: BOB CLARKE 

Good choices! But no, the absolute worst is the shoddy placemat that looks a bit like... 

PLAGEMVAT.. 
Bunville, Cheesetown and surrounding areas 

MYSTERY 
BAG MEAI™ 
There’s no telling what you'll 
get in one of these plain 
unmarked bags. That’s what makes 
them fun! Will it be our Deluxe Super-Singed 
Burger™? A 24-ounce cup of flat, watery cola? 
Maybe it'll be the stuff our kitchen crew scraped 
off the grill last night! You won’t know for sure 
until you try it—and even then you may not be certain! 

MYSTERY BAG MEAL™ ~“ ZF 
It’s perfect for people who love to eat but don’t care what! 

eo wt es we ew at ee 

AVE 20¢€ onyour NEXT PURCHASE OF 
REGULAR, JUMBO, MAMMOTH OR NEW MINISCULE 

» CHICKEN LUMPS 1 
available in three great flavors... 

VANILLA, PORK and GRAPE 
ee erent ee ee URE BN | 

Billy has eatena CAN YOU FIND YOUR ANSWER TO 

Sir Puffy’s* 100% WAY TO THE WORD 

sugar caramel and GAME ANSWER? wo RD GAME 

marshmallow topped START 
Apple Inside-Out Tart™ 

every day for the past 

two years. See if you 

can draw a line con- 

necting all the pimples 

on his face without 

crossing the line or 

lifting your pencil 

from the page! 
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Don’t you hate... when something goes “On Sale” 

~ Don’t you hate... finding out that the person you were 

VEX EDUCATION DEPT. 

Several issues back, we ran an article entitled ‘“‘The MAD Hate Book”, in which 

we demonstrated to readers how to feel better by blowing off steam about pet 

hates. The response was more than gratifying. An avalanche of letters poured 

the day after you bought it! 

[ere 
| POST. 
STAMSE 

| 

eo ms 

frat Pa 
Don’t you hate... vending machines that tell you to write 

for your money back if they don’t work, 
and the postage costs more than you lost! 

tearing apart all through dinner was 
in the next booth all the time! 

Don’t you hate... Junch counter-tops with colorful patterns that 
completely camouflage spilled foods and sauces! 

== VN eae Be ee 

Don’t you hate... a date who describes the qualities her “ideal 
man” should have, and none of them fit you! 

MOVIE SCHEDULE 
12:00 PM 2:00 BN 

Don’t you hate... meeting a school representative when 
you’re supposed to be home. . . sick! 

in from readers blowing off steam about their pet hates—mainly “MAD” and “The 
MAD Hate Book” article. And so, not to be out-done in the hostility department, 

here we go again with another more aggravating and exacerbating chapter of... 

WRITER AND ARTIST: AL JAFFEE COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 

Don’t you hate... gas station attendants who insist on “rounding 
out” the amount of your purchase so you end up 
paying for gas that overflowed onto the ground! 

Don’t you hate. a being unanimously chosen for a 
repulsive role in your school play! 

Don’t you hate... hearing a crunching 
sound while looking 
for a lost contact lens! 

c~) 

Don’t you hate... people who never 
properly replace Don’t you hate... 
screw-tops on jars! 

. big guys who smoke 
in “No Smoking” areas! 

i 
Don't you ha 

meeting a super-beautiful woman 
at a relative’s wedding, and 
discovering she’s a first cousin! 25 

= Don’t you hate... 
te... store clerks who can’t answer a single question 

without first checking with the Manager! 



FILL ALL ONE LITTLE a 

FORMS OUT | | MISTAKE AND You » 

CORRECTLY 
OR ELSE! 

| MOTOR VEHICLE BUREAU 
a 7 Servants Have 

Day to be Civil?! 

Q > GO TO THE END 

OF THE LINE, IDIOT! 

Sh i 
“TMD : EE 

Don’t you hate... borrowing a car, and suddenly Don’t you hate... civil servants who know they can’t lose their Don’t you hate... parking lot attendants who zoom off Don’t you hate... never knowing what your doctor or 
discovering it has power brakes! jobs no matter how uncivilly they treat you! in your new car like it was a 727 jet! your lawyer’s fee will eventually be! 

| We 1 

a 

‘ail 

‘h ") 
Don’t you hate... being surprised Don’t you hate... when something ecch-y Don’t you hate... people who ask questions 

. cc pe des ! dean! orth nee ee Carine ae Bees i — you hate... neighbors who wearers sak sie . - = re leas Pe ee Cle heron tissue dispenser! wrong end of the tube! to the answers! you're downwind serving tuna fish! holding their brand new baby! 

Don’t you hate... when you tell people to “drop 
in any time!”. . . and they do! 

Don’t you hate... finding out you have 
no handkerchief right 
after a viscous sneeze! 

birdbrains who smoke cigars in a car 
when it’s too cold to open a window! 

ree 
‘ 

/ 

if i { 

«! 
: i , 

Bo ae = == 
4 = ce 

Don’t you hate... yourself for tipping Don't you hate... magazines that print Stn 
er : when you know darn well Don’t you hate...dripping window to articles that never shou 

, eee aneorne Tetra seen the service was terrible! , Beg eae Nira have been run in the first place! 

Don’t you hate... finding that bar of chocolate you - 
stuck into your pocket “for only 5 ear 
a moment” eight hours later! Don't you hate. . 
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WELL WHY DON'T 
U DO SOMETHING 
ABOUT IT? —= 

on cis SS 

oS > 

OKAY I Witt! 
Ti DO SOME~ 
THING ABOUT IT! 



under each-and every rock like they were Jed Glampett on a Saturday night bender. But_at least for now these great 
natural wonder treasures-are ‘here for you to enjoy and us to make fun of. Here's... 

A MAD PEEK BEHIND THE SCENE 
rs 

@ w 2 

RN errs 0 5 
This campsite This campsite This campsite [|S={ This campsite Ny 

Mi) ~—will be such a = jy | willbe sucha will be such a will be such a 
| wonderful escape [{4 wonderful escape j\j@~| wonderful escape wonderful escape wonderful escape 

from the over- from the over- }q from the over- }4] from the over- from the over- 
crowded city!  |/ | crowded city! 

Those = 
are really ready to 

go for 
padded gusset tongue and a a hike? | to these $500 boots 
waterproof Gore-Tex lining! I'd kill myself! 
<i, = ‘Ase 
’ pu. 1) ; e wa \ iw Al = 

yr 
C’mon, kids! We've been I'm not 
here for two days! Isn't leaving leaving leaving 

= anybody gonna get out the air the the 
and look around? VCR! 

= 

ARTIST: GEORGE woop BRIDGE WRITER: AMY GILLEE COLORIST: DIGITAL CHAMELEON 



a S 3 =e a a GA.. ty 

I'm out here in the woods with only Looks like You bet! We spent two . , Oh lord! The rope’s Poor Glenn!? 
a pair of tweezers, two batteries and we've got bucks on his supplies i My J come undone and & That’s my 

a broken compass...this awesome another Outward and we're milking Y i - Glenn’s falling 300 dollar 
Outward Bound program is teaching me Bound success yet another sucker : : = — : /— Off the mountain! fi climbing rope 

' 4 2 Poor Glenn! he’s holding! Why are you just ry Nah! I’m waiting 
standing around the |] for someone to fall 

foot of the mountain? |} off it so | can write a 
Are you gonna climb i) sensationalist account 

it, or what? We 

how to survive out here on my own! story here! outta five grand! 

cmon, CAN Dace W 
RUT LACOING 

GEAIMD. 

Hey, guys, Are you kidding? I'm 
_ a =| what say [4 bushed! We've been back- Yeah, and Hey girls, do 

: Because the very ad, ’ ee we head _ [#sj packing for a month and I bet you mind if Crusade of Purity! We'd love 
I thought your Global first thing it searches rs 6G 2] back on f.q we haven't seen a single they're as we join you to have you join in our singing! 

Positioning System searched for is fresh batteries, Bx Mg that trail woman! Now there's a excited to around the The more voices, the louder [/W_ that trail 
the sky for satellites to So how could and | forgot - za Re Z é right now! whole group of them! see us! campfire? the Lord will hear our prayers! right now! 
pinpoint our position! we be lost? to put them in! = a 

Sitting around a camp- You clumsy jerk! 

fire is a celebration of the Indeed! This is really You knocked my 
peace and serenity of the great! It’s the very marshmallow into 

beautiful bonds of human essence of community the fire, you 
kind in nature! and...oops! stupid dipwad! 

Ever since The Me neither! | live in terror f, ey 4 We've been Yeah, I’ve So much for 
Blair Witch Project, of running into a group of (Oe . Well, whatever the hell hiking for hours! worked up our romantic 

I haven't felt screaming idiots chasing after VY Y A, that it is, it's making me sick! I'm suffering a terrible weekend 
safe hanging out each other with a video camera | ‘ Ee a p ; ES really —& Fa} Turn on the S.U.V. fora from severe case of butt in the 
in the woods! to make a low-budget movie! ‘mt | Z Ss OU NZ y | j awful few minutes so | can jock itch! chap myself! wilderness! 

Po ‘ - =| smell? inhale some exhaust! | Res 



IN BLOG WE TRUST DEPT. 

[About Me] 

[Name|Tad] 

[Grade|Nine] 

[Briefcase I Would Choose on 

"Deal or No Deal”: |Six] 

[2 June|01:02pm] [3 June|07:39pm] 

[mood| & trying to distract myself] 

[4 June|03:11pm] 

[4 June|07:38pm] [5 June|4:42pm] 

[mood| baffled] 

[6 June|03:17pm] 

[mood] & relieved] 

[7 June|08:22pm] [8 June|O5:39pm] 

[mood| A cranky] 

[11 June|04:12pm] 

[mood| rN depressed yet again] 

WRITER: TIM CARVELL ARTIST: BRIAN DURNIAK 



THE COURAGEOUS COILS CRUSADE 
ls CURTAINS What the... DID 

for YOU, lady! you HEAR THAT? 

TWANG SCHLADIN 
WN PMCKLING 

KER RiN 

f CLARK! SLINKYMAN saved my LIFE 
AGAIN today! It's FUNNY 

YOU'RE never AROUND when...oh, 
thats IMPOSSIBLE! FORGET IT! 

SLINKYMAN! you CAME 
just in time to SAVE ME! 

ARTIST AND WRITER: DUCK EDWING 
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THE SHODDIER IMAGE 

Furball International 
Automatic Kitty Licker 

JIP008 $225 

Give your cat’s tongue a much-needed rest 
with Furball International’s Automatic Kitty Licker. 

Specially created for elderly or just plain lazy felines who have given up on personal 

grooming! This amazing device actually licks your cat clean so it has more time for eating, 

sleeping and clawing your upholstery to shreds. The Kitty Licker’s computerized auto- 

licking tongue is realistically textured to simulate the sandpapery feel of a cat’s tongue 

while using three layers of micro-bristles to wash it free of dirt, dander and excess hair. 

It also reduces hairballs and provides a more hygienic cleaning than the usual feline 

Get rid of bugs while enjoying 
a dazzling laser light show with 
the Disco Inferno Bug Zapper” 

Finally, you can keep your patio free 
of annoying insects while turning it into 
a boogie wonderland! Every doomed pest 
that flies into its electrified grid sets off an 
authentic discotheque laser light show, 
accompanied by the pulsating hits of the | 
70s! Trip the light fantastic and marvel as 
what was once a mere nuisance turns your j 
lorteliqicixe Ms leicon-M itl Md (celucom D)txeom lebiouatey 

A 

INVENTED HERE. 

OD COLON AN(0)10 UuctS) 5 (@)B)D)'4 

Disco Inferno Bug Zapper® 

“spit bath” The only way to get your cat cleaner is to lick it yourself! JIP709 $550 

Sniff out your incoming calls Sensational home theater for your eyeballs! 

with the handy Smell Pager” Fool your boss or teacher into thinking you're deep in thought when 
from Odorolla. you're actually watching your favorite TV show with the revolutionary Soony 

Leave it to Odorolla to come up with a Cornea-Man”, the micro-television that fits directly onto your eyes like a 

unique alternative to conventional run-of-the- contact lens! Channels can be switched easily by blinking and you can watch 
mill beepers. They’ve replaced the commonly two shows at the same time by having different channels play on each pupil. 
heard high-pitched beeping sound with a 

state-of-the-art Smell-Center™ which emits 

one of 12 distinctive aromas to alert you of 

incoming calls. Its caller ID function even 

allows you to match specific scents 

to specific callers, for example: = 

cheap cologne for your 

boyfriend, rotten chicken 

\, for your boss, or raw > 'G 

sewage for your lawyer. h i 

Other scents include . 
burning plastic, 

and dead 

skunk. 

Odorolla , ee, 

La 2 \ we 2 

Available with Dolby Surround Sound Ear Implants 

or close-captioned subtitles for the hearing 

impaired. (Please note: Reception may 

SVcVnte Attu batem oet-Vemere) (69) 

“ | a 

mw | 
es {i = : 

a. a» 

% gr tm, FD 

Soony Cornea-Man™ 
JIP726 $4975 



Use laser power to carve your next holiday bird! 

Shoddier Image Design’s Ultra-Laser Turkey Carver® is the super-convenient, 

high-tech carving knife for the 21st Century! This essential kitchen tool is gentle 

enough to remove grandpa’s cataracts, yet powerful enough to whack off a turkey 

drumstick! Its high-intensity, precision beam can also be turned down, making it an 

ideal laser pointer for your vacation slide show presentations after dinner. 

(Special attachment for trimming ear and nose hairs sold separately.) ® 

Ultra-Laser Turkey Carver® 

JIP434 $995 So You Know I's SHODDY. 

Get rid of navel lint with your 
own personal mini-vacuum! 

Clean out that embarrassing belly button lint in an 

instant with the new Orwreck Belly Button Vac!™ Its 

high-torque, 110V motor generates enough power to 

remove even the most stubborn pieces of dirt, string or 

food crumbs. Comes with both “innie” and “outie” turbo 

suction attachments. (Note: Manufacturer not responsible 

for injuries caused by sucking spleen or parts of small 

intestine through navel.) 

Orwreck Belly Button Vac™ 
yiP627 $1175 

Never get caught with your pants down joy lenging upper body 
even when they are!) with the incredible I ust by opening and 

Stock Market Toilet Ticker.° 8 your briefcase! 
The Boomberg Stock Market Toilet Ticker® looks 

like an ordinary roll of toilet paper, but it’s actually an 

authentic stock ticker allowing you to follow the 

NASDAQ, AMEX and New York 

Stock Exchange from the privacy bh rkGMelive’ve-turmed 

of your favorite toilet. It guarantees | Ee . inary task of opening an 
you'll never be “behind” the - “a ; \ faché into a grueling 

financial news again! M3 5 | fh ' a } a © Series of cardiovascular 

| : soa ay F ) and muscular exer- 

») cises. The Abs Of 

Steel Briefcase’s® 

Bircntorrselols 

ea tough 30-minute 

as a major deterrent 

ft have the time or 

fealpits.contents! 

lesign’s innovative 
e°|is the world’s first 

se to combine the 



THE SHODDIER IMAGE 

Miniature metal spikes prevent 
others from using the ingenious — 
Personal Security Toothbrush.” 

Oral Security Systems’ state-of-the-art electric toothbrush = a 

provides you with total dental protection and complete 

peace of mind. Auto sensors recognize your fingerprints and 

allow you to use its high-tech contour bristles to remove 

plaque and polish teeth. But if someone else tries to use it, 

razor-sharp stainless steel spikes are suddenly released cutting through the offender’s 

mouth and teaching them a lesson in oral hygiene they won't soon forget! 

Oral Security Systems 
™ 

Personal Security Toothbrush 
JIP667 $475 

i 
i 
vivd 
hia 

Now you can effectively hide 
from your boss and co-workers 

while on the job! 

Created exclusively for Shoddier Image 

by legendary fashion designer Gianni 

Gnocchi, this Italian tailored, three-piece 

Camouflage Suit is constructed of 30% 

rayon and 70% chameleon skin, so that it 

automatically changes to blend into any 

office setting. Now you can instantly 

assume the color and properties of the copy 

machine, washroom sink or common office 

furniture! Excellent for eavesdropping on 

upper management. 

° 
INVENTED HERE. 

So You Know It’s SHODDY. 

Gianni Gnocchi Camouflage Suit 
JIP911 $650 

Fall asleep and wake up to the 
harrowing sounds of the city. 

These days, nearly everyone sells machines 

that play soothing sounds of rain, ocean 

waves and babbling brooks to help you get 

some shut-eye. But suppose you're actually at 

the beach or camped near a mountain stream, 

yet unable to fall asleep because you miss the 

familiar sounds of the big city? Well, just flip 

on the new Portable City Sound™ and relax 

to a violent cacophony of actual urban noise! 

Choose from 12 realistic settings, including: 

IRT express train, blaring rush hour horns, 

random gunshots, non-stop jack-hammer and 

ranting, deranged street person. 

Portable City Sound® 
JIP893 $695 



World’s most powerful cell phone/razor. 

Shamasonic created this one-of-a-kind cellular 

device for the successful businessman on the go. The 

handsome design features a twin-blade, battery-pow- 

ered razor built right into the mouthpiece, assuring 

an ultra-close shave even while you’re wheeling and 

dealing on the phone. Its whisper-quiet silencer 

allows you to chat for hours without the other party 

ever knowing that you’re also trimming that unwanted 5 o’clock shadow 

Or, simply get rid of unwanted callers by turning off the silencer, claim 

you can’t hear them because of “all that buzzing on their phone line” 

and hang up! (Available for ladies: the Cell Phone/Leg and Lip Waxer.) 

Shamasonic Cell Phone/Razor 

JIP893 $650 

Let your dog plan his day with 
the amazing 3Com Paw Pilot.” 

You're not the only one with a jam-packed itinerary. 

Your favorite canine has a busy schedule and a long 

list of things to do as well. And now, thanks to 3Com 

and Shoddier Image Design, little Fido will never 

miss an appointment! This beautiful compact planner 

attaches easily to flea collars and includes a calculator, 

digital alarm clock, 200-year calendar (in dog years) 

and a multi-function touch pad specially designed to 

be compatible with a dog’s paw 

° 
INVENTED HERE. 

So You Know It’s SHODDY. 

3Com Paw Pilot™ 

JIP671 $749 

Hot Tech's HyperFusion Wave Oven™ 
roasts a suckling pig in 9,3 seconds! 

Leave it to Hot Tech and Shoddier Image to put the 

latest military advances in nuclear fusion to work in 

your kitchen! Their Hyper-FusionWave Oven” is to the 

microwave what the microwave was to the gas oven! 

Cook a jumbo tub of popcorn in .14 seconds, a hearty 

plate of spaghettini classico in 2.6 seconds, or a full 

goose with all the trimmings in just 8.2 seconds! Comes 

fully equipped with safety glasses, matching lead oven 

mitts and a “Kiss The Cook” lead apron. 

® 
INVENTED HERE. 

So You Know It’s SHODDY. 

Hot Tech HyperFusion Wave Oven™ 
JIP643 $3,095 



SERGE-IN GENERAL DEPT. 

; » WRITER AND ARTIST: SERGIO ARAGONES 

; COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 
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INSECT ASIDES DEPT. 

The Bold ... The Brave ... The Easily Squished .. 

MAD SALUTES 

Lnsung 
Heroes 
oF the EN 

ARTIST AND WRITER: PAUL PETER PORGES 

Brigadier General 
Ulysses S. Ant 

_~ 

... Commanding a Platoon of Soldier Ant Special | 
Forces During Operation Dessert Storm 

Colonel 
Ollie Moth 

... Successfully Running a Wool-Smuggling 
Operation Behind Enemy Lines 

Rear Admi ral 
Robert E. Bee 

... Securing a Strategic Forward Base 

PP Zs 
VY if Ww 

(a * 
MN ) é . y hi 

SIR Le v 

Air Recon Specialist / Ns! 
Dwight D. Flysenhower 

... Celebrating an Emergency Evacuation of 
a Landing Field with a Victory Roll \ 

Wing Commander 
“Pappy” Stingington 

eadah 

.-. Conducting Precision Night Drills with 
his Legendary Mosquito Squadron 

So Aste 

Private Mort 
“Beetle” Bailey 

a vas i 
... Employing the Latest in Psychological Warfare Techniques 

3 

\ 

General \ 
William Pestmoreland 

\ 

... Surveying Effects of a Recent Sabotage 
Operation by his Royal Corps of Engineers 

Commander 
Tick Cheney 

..- Triumphantly Invading Primary and Secondary 
Targets with his Paratrooper Commandos 

4-Star General “Stormin’ 
Norman” Roachkopf 

CA 
... Leading his Roach Rangers in a Pre-Dawn Pre-Emptive Strike 

45 



DON’T LET THE BID BUG BITE DEPT. Buy | Sell | MymonkeyBay | Community | Help 

| All.Categories ia) Search) 

Categories Express Stores 

Maintained by: Go 

Thank you for visiting my Monkeybay store!!!! | am a stay-at-home (as much as our roving troop allows, LOL!!!) mom of two who 

emigrated from my natal group two years ago due to an instinctual fear of inbreeding. My new, secondary group consists of six other 
females, nine newborns (but given the high rate of infanticide in our species who knows what tomorrow will bring, j/k!!!) and our 

dominant alpha male who recently ran off with my two boys, Jason and Justin (currently serving in a small all-male group until they reach 

adulthood, at which point | assume at least one will return and challenge his father to take his place). | started selling on monkeyBay 
three years ago when a friend from a neighboring troop found an elephant tusk and sold it for $11,000!!! | started off auctioning 

bamboo shoots but have “branched” out into whatever I can find. In my spare time | enjoy grooming, scrapbooking, grazing on 

herbs, stems and roots, and collecting vintage Bakelite costume jewelry!!! | love all the new friends I've made on monkeyBay!! 

Proud mama with 
Jason, April 1999 | Picture Gallery 

Item Title 

Latest Feedback : = Fi ; A 5 a 7 
Amazing Manifestation of Great Ape on Quickly Ripening Tropical Fruit 

| could not believe my eyes when | reached for a banana the other day and took one bite before noticing what 

is CLEARLY the image of the great Kong himself, formed by a grouping of six overlapping brown Bpors:O on 

Auction ended during this obviously blessed piece of fruit. Word has spread to nearby troops and dozens of believers.. 
my estrus cycle and | 

was not able to send pay- 
ment for a week — seller 
was wonderful & patient! 

OF HAIR YAN 
Complete Self-Hypnosis Course On CD 

Forget all the touchy-feely myths you've heard. The truth is, celebratory grunts and beating your chest will 

only go so far in impressing us females. When all is said and done, having a back of thick, lush silver hair 

DOES matter. And studies have shown that you won't get it with any pharmaceuticals currently on the 

market... 

Excellent customer! 
Paid fast! All bidders 

should be so fondly A+!!! 
Refurbished — All Parts 100% Guaranteed! 
Smart buyers know to go with refurbished items to save lots of $$$ over their brand-new counterparts. And there's 

no need to worry since all parts are 100% guaranteed. Here is a solid granite rock, weighing approximately 9 Ibs, 
which is ideal for mashing edible roots into a soft, palatable paste. Equally versatile as a weapon in territorial 
disputes, this rock, worn smooth...(s 

SMALL 

Perfect for Genealogy Buffs! 

Here's a very old issue of National Geographic with an 18-page article about Vervet monkeys. May be of 

value to any Vervet monkeys tracing their family history, as it features nearly a dozen photos of at least six 

venvepones colonies in sub- Saharan Africa, and includes text by Louis Leakey who named the one who stole his 
Me atta watch. . 

Item arrived damaged! 
Eep! Eeeeep! Seller 

OVERCHARGES for 
shipping! EEEP! EEEEP! 

We're eamemeting and will have NO room for this delightful branch/tire ensemble once the new tree comes. 

Six-foot tall oak is secured in 67-quart, cement-illed tub — will not tip over. Uniroyal whitewall tire off '73 

Plymouth Duster contains some kibble, desiccated grapes, dried leaves and fresh excrement. Happy to leave 

as-is for high bidder! Perfect for single orangutan, chimp couple or large colony of spider monkeys. ..(s 

Response by i ale: 

SCREEEEPEEEECHI 

Shipping costs are listed 
in auction description!!! 
EEEEP! EEEEEEEP! 
ROOOAR! Do NOT bid 
on my auctions again! Oo- 
Oo-Oo! SHRIEEEEEEK'!!! 

Get Your Big Red Baboon Butt Its Reddest! 

Savanna All-Naturals Butt Rouge blends powdered clay, dried and pulverized crimson scarabs, and Barbary 

striped grass mouse blood to get your ischial callosities - AKA your big swollen butt-pads — their absolute 

reddest. Just dab on for a bright red, youthful butt! Allergen and fragrance-free, but really, like that matters 

because it’s going on your butt and you're a baboon... 

Please Note: 
You must email me before bidding if you have more than 10 negative feedbacks or if you have been rejected/abandoned Scroll down 

by your troop or breeding colony. to see some 

Payment Methods Accepted: other auctions 
ApePal, Cashier's Checks, Money Orders, Tender Young Plant Shoots, Thistles (in season), some Tree Bark (email for list) | think 

Bid with Confidence: 

All items for sale come from an ebola-free home! 
are cool... 

WRITER: SCOTT “SCAMPERS” MAIKO. 



motebrey 
SOME OTHER AUCTIONS | THINK ARE COOL! 

Seller: 

High Bidder: 

Current Bid: $4.77 

Relieve Your Aggression Without 

Biting Off Someone’s Nose! 

Featuring an ominous image of the notorious naturalist who 
set back monkey/human relations untold years with his 
irresponsible, backward, crack-pot theories (which were 

largely debunked in a 1968 film starring human Charlton 
Heston), this sturdy dartboard made of compressed 
paper comes with six dangerously pointy metal-tipped 
darts and is also available in a non-porous, plastic, wipe 
clean version (with suction cup darts) for those who 

might be inclined to fling their poo at it instead. 
The Creation Museum's website 

charges three times more than my Grab-lt-Now price! 

Buy Sell MymonkeyBay | Community | Help 

Maintained by: 

Seller: 

High Bidder: 

Current Bid: $16.68 

Not Bootlegs! Original DVDs 

in Original Packaging! 
They sent me these two copies by accident 

and only billed me for one set so | am selling 
them on here! Sealed and never opened! 
These are not bootlegs they are the real things! 
Uncensored footage of gorillas — gorilla-on-gorilla 
grooming action — bedding down for the 
night — getting totally wild! 

PHOTO NOT NECESSARILY 
(OF THE REAL KOKO 

Seller: 

No Bids Yet 

Opening Bid: $275.00 

Charity Auction with Proceeds to 

Benefit the Ape-A-Wish Foundation 

Here is a unique experience that the winner will remember 
the rest of his or her life: The chance to communicate with 
Koko, the world-famous “talking” lowland gorilla. Following 
auction, confirmation of payment and thorough background 
check, winning bidder will be contacted by Koko’s repre- 
sentatives to set up a time mutually convenient for auction 
winner and Koko. At the appointed time, winning bidder 
will receive an actual phone call from Koko!!!! What will 
you ask her? The sky's the limit!!! 

Seller: 

(No longer a registered user ) 

No Bids Yet 

Opening Bid: $47.95 

Authentic Monkey Skull Ashtray!!! 

and bleached skull! 

Here’s a wonderful conversation piece that earns a place 
in any smoker's home as a fully functional ashtray! We've 
taken the skull of a Rhesus monkey and carefully sliced off 
the top third of the cranium. Three recessed notches have 
been cut into the resulting brim so you can rest your cig- 
arette between drags. Generous brain cavity holds dozens 
of butts and plenty of ashes. Hinged jaw handily flips open 
when it’s time to empty. This auction is for the Rhesus mon- 
key skull you see pictured, but we do take custom orders 
for similar ashtrays from the head bones of spider monkeys, 
chimps, and orangutans (see our About Me page here). 

AUCTION CANCELLED 
Due to Violation of MonkeyBay Policies 

Seller: 

High Bidder: 

Current Bid: $68.74 

Vintage Monkey Banging Cymbals 

Wind-Up Toy!!! Amazing Historic & 

Iconic Item Perfect for A Serious 

Collector of Monkeyana 

Here is a vintage 1930s tin wind-up toy of a monkey banging 
two cymbals together. The monkey features celluloid face, 
hands and feet, fake fur covered arms and a flocked head. 

Also he is wearing a vest made of a velvet-like material and 
simple cotton pants, though there looks like some moth 
damage to the seat. It is otherwise in excellent condition 
and works fine when wound up, he clangs cymbals together 
and eyes roll and mouth opens and closes. BEFORE YOU 
EMAIL TO COMPLAIN: | am selling this as a historical 
artifact. It is the product of a bygone era that like it or not 
is part of our heritage. It is NOT offensive when viewed in 
the correct context so please do NOT email to complain or 
try to get my auction pulled!!!! 

Seller: 

High Bidder: 

Opening Bid: $252.66 

Nikon D200 10.2 Megapixel! 

Grabbed When Tourist 

Got Too Close To Cage 

Here is a near-mint condition Nikon D200 that retails 
for $799+. Camera is in excellent condition! It looks 
like it was used only a few times before previous 
owner got too close to enclosure and | grabbed it and 
didn't let go. Given by wife to previous owner for 
birthday last week according to subsequent screaming 
match with unsympathetic zoo staffer. Camera likely 

still under warranty, but | do not know for sure. Only 
flaw is the neck strap broke when violently yanked 
from visitor. Easily replaced, actual camera works fine. 

Possibly amusing photos on memory card, as camera 
was snapping images during tug of war. Reason to 
sell: No computer to download images to (unless 
some other jackass visits the zoo carrying one). 



So / GOTON THE HORN To THE 
POLICE RIGHT AWAY, : COMING HOME LATE ONE 

| FOUND MY NEIGHBOR DEAD 

HE. Halt 

NaHIEE 
NIGHT. 
INT 

HE LookED 
FINE 

THIS MORNING. 

THAD ALMOST GIVEN UP 
THE. GOVERNOR le ee 
ITS THE GOVERNOR CALLING WITH A FARDON, 

Ameo 
joe pall 1 

EITING OFF peu fas os Youre LUCKY | HAVE CALLWAITING, WE WERE 

ENALTY. | 1 HAV ar wairH LASER S Le 
JUST ORPERING CHINESE TAKE-OUVT FROM WONG 

TILL RETIREM oo , 

You: a: a Ss 
WHOS GOING ™ 

20 TO TAKE CARE } 
oF M MY STAMP 

FL necnone fe 

LUCKILY, HIS CLO APARTMEN 
STILL AVAILABLE So | MOVED pe ae BACK To MY APARTMENT 

y BEEN RENTED. 

FAKING MY on Ye one 

Hes a GET You 

OuUT OF hag WAY 
So | COULD 
GET YOUR 

APARTMENT, 
You KNOW IT 

HAS A MUCH 
RETIER VIEM/. 

WHEN | GOT 
{T HAD ALREAD 

| THOUGHT Len 
WERE READ! 

WRITER AND ARTIST: P.C. VEY 



A POKE IN THE EISNER DEPT. 

It's those goofy mouse-ear hats! It's Donald Duck on skis! 
It's those same monotonous TV commercials over and over again! Our response? 

WRITER: CHARLIE KADAU ARTIST: TOM BUNK COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 

kd pmaTTATATTAITT 
Tin ana els 

% 

In the Hall of Presidents, the Richard 

Nixon mannequin is still allowed to sit 

with the other mannequins! 

Disney employees keep letting all those 
pesky Super Bowl, World Series and Olympic 

Champions cut to the front of the line! sa 
No one bothered to tell those huge 

Florida mosquitoes that the swamp 

Disney World is built on isn’t there anymore! 
= : “ye 

This might just be the year the 
Magic Castle collapses on hundreds! 

St 

To afford the trip, you have to stay ata 
roach-infested motor lodge miles from the park! 

Water from the Splash Mountain ride is now 

being shunted to the park's water fountains! 

The mildew smell from some character 
costumes has gotten pretty bad! 

The guy playing Sneezy is getting a little too 
friendly with some park visitors! 

You won't be able to get the song 

EI “It’s A Small World” out of your head 

for months even though you hate it! 

b iris AM 

i 
"5 A SMALL Wo 

put WORLD 

(T's a SM, 

Rip ater Al 
AFTER ALL! 

all Worin AcTER Al! 

SMALL WOE 
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eo 
Spring. The time of year when your parents begin their annual ritual of telling you how hard they work all year to make money 
so they can send you away to camp for the summer and give you the life they never had. Of course, it’s all a big fat lie. They’re 
sending you away to camp because you make them crazy and they’re hoping to get a week or two of peace and quiet with 
you out of their hair. The only thing you can hope for is that dear mom and dad spent at least five minutes researching where 
they’re shipping you off to and didn’t just book you into the first swamphole that came along. Knowing your parents, that’s 
probably way too much to hope for! Anyway, goodbye, good luck, and don’t forget to pack some MADs for kindling. Here’s.. 

THINGS vouNEVER WANT 
To READ ABOUT Tue 
SUMMER CAMP 

YOU'RE ey T TO 
“Translated from the Cherokee, 

“,..and a hands-on approach to our name means, ‘Peaceful place : ; 
livestock slaughter unavailable 
elsewhere.” 

where sewage is treated.’” 

THINGS YOU’LL 
NEED TO BRING: 
-Calculator 
-Watercolor set 
-Red Clown Nose 
-Plastic Pocket Protector 
-Beakers 

“...spending balmy afternoons 
mastering tax preparation 
skills they’ll carry with them 
throughout their lives.” 

“With our snake bite 
survival rate markedly on 
the rise and our license to 
operate reinstated, we look 
forward to meeting the 
challenges of another 
exciting camp season!” 

“\..there’s no doubt that 
the Greco-Roman Wrestling 
Tournament with the 
neighboring ‘Portly Boy’s 
Weight Loss Camp’ will be 
a highlight of the week.” 

“We employ the ‘buddy’ 
system for swimming, 
hiking and random deer 
tick inspections.” 

“Free ‘I Proudly Walked 
Over Hot Coals’ T-shirts and 
bandages for every camper.” 

“Learn ancient “.,.not to mention all the 
Indian lore from health benefits that come 
trained casino with swimming in our 
employees. fully-stocked leech pond.” 

“Campers quickly discover 
what it means to rough it 
‘Gitmo’ style.” 

“...with campfire songs guaranteed 
to instill a lifelong appreciation 
of German operettas.” 

“Calorie burning and team- 
building skills are just two of 
the benefits campers will take 
away from their daily assistance 
of highway road gangs.” 

“Check here that you have 
read and understand the forklift 
operation liability waiver.” 

oa 
LEI BE 

WRITER AND ARTIST: JOHN CALDWELL COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 



DON MARTIN DEPT. 

THE ACCIDENT 
Gad! It’s Joe Fonebone! He’s apparently ae L_| | a 

been run over by a steam roller!! 

WRITER AND ARTIST: DON MARTIN COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 
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JOKE AND DAGGER DEPT. 

57 COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN WRITER AND ARTIST: ANTONIO PROHIAS 



Cy IT’S 'SPLAINING CATS AND DOGS DEPT. 

COPA MOE OP (OUR AGG Oliny coule OUT OF (OU. 

From 
the 

Case 
Files of 

WRITER & ARTIST: TERESA BURNS PARKHURST 

COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 

6 ea 

Timm... do I feeL 4 Sense of Empowekment when I 
shake the sqrinrels So SavagelY? T guess if that 

wf Means kinda dizey,then Yeah.) 

Let’s see De Finklefart Goldbleb tippy- toe thRough a box 
| of CRAPBALLS everytime SHE has te ave a B.M., and 

— well See whos a RAge-A-HoLtc!!! 

Fever night its The Same dream, Tn sweaty, dizer’, TeYing 
Like hel fo CRess the Road and st wher Tn about te 
get hit,suddenly Tin 4 Veqas showdisL with a club Toet. 

What the FREAK is that about, Doc? 
‘S i= Si Bre 

@ W 

| A BALL oF Yarn a it was an insult | 

jo MY iteLlinence.. Therefore, I Pree ded 
To URINATE of every inch of cakpel | 

Qua TAMN flose. 

s) 

but this time I just stood there and let that damn mut} 
GRAB me! Ts that a, whach Lp? 

ae ‘ 

Sure, the old man Coula go Tor manths 

without a dink, ut then the BINGE 
Would begin... Wouldnt even know it 

was the Same Came. 

ineleen Stinkin’ kids, Ack ineLuding The one I ate, a 

Ya think L get ONE Mothers Yay Card’. 

Dr \ 
ela 



LUNA-SEE DEPT. 

THE WEREWOLF 
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SPECIAL MAD ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT 

M2 =aleole)coler= mole mre) 

Kolali(el=)m atom e)celel eens 

and services offered 

on the following pages! 



Ee (ER nISIS WHATEPASSES FOR ~ ull ST Oh fee 

ONWHE HISTORY CHANNEL THESE as eae 

EH DEAL WITHITT, NERDS: 



HOW TO SPOT A MUTT LIFE REPRESENTATIVE. 

TO SNIFF OUT 
EASY MARKS 

TEETH TO 
LIE THROUGH 

OPEN TO ACCEPT 
OVERPRICED 

PREMIUM PAYMENTS 

AMAD AD PARODY 

SHIFTY EYES 

Muttropolitan Life” 
AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES 

FULL OF EXCUSES 
WHY CLAIMS 

WON'T BE PAID 

READY TO SHUT 
OUT THE PLEAS 
OF CUSTOMERS 
RUINED BY 

UNPAID CLAIMS 

BRIEFCASE FULL 
OF DECEPTIVELY 
WORDED POLICIES 

MUTT LIFE LOGO 



urf ‘Ss up 4 — | oon- new 
[Dead Lobster}) catastrophic 

For the Sea Crude Lover In You Lyre) revere | 

_ « Creations! 

ome Celebrate Our 
of Coast Disaster De® 

America’s favorite greasy, discount seafood restaurant just got a little greasier, and a whole lot cheaper! 
How can we bring you these irresistible entrées at such a low cost? It’s all thanks to BP — Bargain Pricing! 

At Dead Lobster, our seafood is so plentiful, it’s literally washing up on shore! Hurry in today! It’s gonna be a BLOWOUT! 

Try these 
RYE RAR LAY 

Plumin’ Onion. $5.99 

Jalapefio Tar Balls...$2.25 

Potato Leak Soup....$1.99 

New Orleans Blackened Battered & Bruised Shrimp Sn a Coosa saa < 
ea mars. 1S 

Seafood Jumble-aya! Get this home-style dish covercd ied ee vinegar 

A Creole-inspired blend while you still can! Because, Scape in Aeae and MORE oil! 
of scallops, crab, sea turtle, Gulf shrimp this big and - i ; 

and whatever else might non-deformed won’t be The irresistible flavor explodes 

bein there Sautéed sine : around much longer. in your mouth like an oil rig Yon v) A MAD AD PARODY 
same oil they were dripping Served with garlic potatoes that lacked any government WAL. ) . 
“psa han ave Ga rl : as thoroughly smashed as oversight! Try pairing it with $999 IP MRE SND VROS 

= the surrounding wetlands! dl our new, refreshing Texas Tea! IS SO i Cereus 

You won't find better seafood! Seriously, you won’t...it’s all dead. 
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Is Bobby home? 

|| nice to have ||| 

BERG’S-EYE VIEW DEPT. 

THE 

“Hi, Bobby! Whatchya | ~ Hi, Mrs. De Salvo! Leo os aN /74 
= ll Rae ee bi wanna do today? 

Oo de EE eA ES, a % 
in back! 

Gerhiay 

It must be Yeah, it’s 
nice. But 
it’s also 

I've got to test the 
water a couple of times 
a day by taking a sample, 
pouring in a chemical, and 

matching the color 

...and I’ve got 
to add chlorine 
and some other 
stuff that gets 
rid of algae... 

Yeah, but 
think of 
all the 

FUN, you 

Oh, it’s fun. But I’ve got 
to skim the water to remove 
the leaves and bugs! And 
I've got to clean out the 
filter by backwashing it! 

NS ew Z, 

| even have a 
special vacuum 

for cleaning 
the bottom of 

your own 
pool, you 
lucky stiff! 

Let’s see—what did the 
swimming instructor say 
about diving? ‘‘Hands 

together over head... .”” 

“Enter the water with a 
slightly arched back—”’ 

Okay! | think ! got it! 
Now... here goes... 

“Take a slight spring 
on the board... keep 
the legs straight and 
the toes together...” 

Don’t be 
ridiculous! 

Le’me 
show you 
how to 

BRRR! This water 
is ice cold! I'll 
have to slip in 

gradually and get 
used to it—a 

little at a time! 

See? You've got 
to get yourself 

Wh-What F-F-FOR?! Y-You’ve 
already t-t-taken c-c-care 

of th-that little m-matter! 

er fest Yi | 

A 

Listen, | distinctly told you 

that | want a reservation at 

a motel that has a poo!! If 

you can’t get me one with a 
pool, then I'll just have to 

get me another travel agent! 

C'mon! Let’s 
take a swim 
in your pool, 
you lucky 

stiff! 

Hey, Kid! What's 
the fun of wearing 
a face mask ina 
swimming pool? 

Frankly, | don’t understand why you insisted on 

a motel with a pool when you don’t even swim! 

You’re right, kid! Those are 
the CLEAREST tiles, Bobby 
Pins, hunks of hair and lost 
Band-Aids I've EVER SEEN! 

67 
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AY SUSAN! WHAT ARE YOU DOING 
| IN THE DEEP END OF THE POOL?! 

GET OUT THIS INSTANT! 

It’s about time you 
noticed! | was beginning 
to think you didn’t care! 

THE POOL IS CLOSING! 
EVERYBODY OUT OF THE 

ON! LET’S GO! 

Oh, boy! The pool is 
practically empty! Now 
| can swim uninhibited! 
When it’s crowded, you ff 

keep bumping into people! }« 

This reminds me of a story 
about when the automobile 
was first invented. There 
were only two cars in the 

whole state of Kansas, and— 

SWIMMERS— mes Oh, boy, am | in great form I'll probably break a record! Let’s see 
TAKE YOUR j today! | didn’t know | was —I'll put the cup on the fireplace 

y THIS good! There’s nobody mantle, or in my room, and I'll buy a 
near me! I’m a sure winner! scrapbook so | can paste in my clippings— 

ot Being a Life Guard at a pool Hey! There's a guy lying on ai for ee 

is a bore! All | do is tell the bottom of the pool! H-He ¢ @ ' mo %g 

kids not to swim in the Diving isn’t moving! Here’s my chance aus O go 

Area, and stop running, and to be a hero and earn my keep! ‘Ss Pe) 

cut out the rough-house stuff! : eyo co 

ay ae 4° 0 \2 

On Qs 

yaw aa 

YOU LUNKHEAD! WHAT IN HECK 
DID YOU DO THAT FOR!? IF 

| WOULD'VE STAYED UNDER 
FOR ANOTHER FOUR SECONDS, 

| WOULD’VE WON THE BET!! 

Okay! Okay! 
Consider 
yourself 

pushed in! 

HEY! | SAID “EVERYBODY OUT 
OF THE POOL!” THAT GOES 

FOR YOU, TOO, DEBBIE SANDS!! 

HEY, JERK! C’MON 

I didn’t mean NOW! 
| meant BEFORE— 
when I did it GOOD! 

All right, already! 
We're watching you! 
In fact, you’ve got 

everybody around the 
pool watching you! 

Are you going to stand 
there all day... orare 

you going into the water?! 
BACK HERE! YOU 

OKAY, BIG SPENDER!! GET OUT OF 
Ni! 

Mmmm—this is delicious! 
There’s just nothing like 
lolling in your own cool 

pool on a sweltering day! 

Man, this is tne life! 

by WE TESS 
ee 



KICK OR TREAT DEPT. 

THE NO-SHOW CUP REVERSE ELBOW JAB 

BEVERAGES 
gfe 

a 

- 

THE JAMMED COIN RETURN 
- 

CRESCENT KICK 

yy 5, 

yea S 
Li NS 

THE STALE CUPCAKE GOUGE AND PEEL 
VER KNEE WEDGE 



Yeah. 
Beanie 

Wow! Crazy!! 
Fantastic!! 

What’s a Kaleidoscope?? 
Just as | thought! Nothing but an empty 

tube!! THIS IS NO KALEIDOSCOPE!!! 

WI) ) 1) 0" « <cn =) WT N 
Un Yr wk . 

: DON MARTIN WRITER &ARTIST: 72 
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Tonight we will give someone in the }| For the entire hour, all a contestant gets to 
audience the chance to pick one of say is “Deal” or “No deal.” But those words 

these cases and take home whatever's can have a major impact on a person’s life! 
inside! In this game there are no Last night a contestant turned down 

crazy stunts and no trivia questions! $178,000 cash by saying, “No deal!” She went 
And after you see how dull it is, you'll home with just $20! Actually, she didn’t go 
wish that we had some crazy stunts home with anything! Her body is still swinging 

and some interesting trivia questions! from where she hung herself backstage! 

I’m Howdy Mudane, and I’m standing 
inside a set constructed of 2 X 4s, 

frosted Plexiglas and theatrical lighting 
designed to look like a high security vault! 

But let’s face it, how much security do 
you need to protect 26 cardboard signs 
that say anything from “one penny” to 
“$1,000,000”? Who's gonna steal those? 

WRITER: DICK DEBARTOLO ARTIST: HERMANN MEJIA 

Cue the lights! Cue the dramatic music! 
This is my favorite part of the show! 

Seeing our 26 leggy supermodels in their sexy 
outfits coming on stage! It takes one minute, 

which means | only have to breathe life into the 
other 59 minutes! And trust me: it isn’t easy! 
In order to play this game, a contestant has 

to be lucky, gutsy and not easily bored! 
It’s time to pick our first contestant from out 
of our audience tonight! Welcome Adam Levi! 

Adam, each beautiful lady is holding a case 
numbered from 1 to 26! Inside those cases are 

26 signs that represent various amounts of money 
from one penny to one million dollars! And in my 
spell-it-out-so-any-idiot-can-understand-it-clearly 

way, | want to be perfectly certain that you do under- 
stand that it is more to your advantage to win one 

I don’t know what's in 
the cases, and our lovely 

models don’t know, either! 
The audience doesn’t know 
what’s in the cases and 

the people at home don’t — 



We asked you 
to pick a case and 
you picked case #9! 

Er...maybe the 
producers felt the I 

million dollars was in really 
case #9 too and they wanted 

didn’t want to take any the 
chances! But case #9, one 
case #5, who cares? I 

picked! 

| know! But 
I picked case #9! 
Why did they 

bring me case #5? 

Yes, it is best when you 
get rid of the smallest 
amount of money, but 

I lucky! 
I picked 
case #17 

and | look at case #17 again! | it 
inside {] brought it closer so you 

\ was one fi] can see it better! It’s not 
penny! 

Welcome back from the break. 
We know that to many viewers the 
commercials are more entertaining ,~=—— 
than our game, so we had Adam 
continue to play! While you were 
watching the commercials, Adam 

opened six more cases! Here are the 
amounts left in the remaining cases! 

| You're nervous! And 
j with our tricky lighting | 

H mistake like that! And } 

And it probably will! 

American 
currency? 

You know, 
Adam, for 

someone who 
wanted to 

get the game 
going, you’re 
sure slowing 

it down! 

it’s easy to make a 

could happen again! 

Especially with the 
bigger amounts! 

What do 

those 
foreign 
amounts 

come to 

I don’t know! Those cases 
were left over from all the 

foreign versions of this show 
and it seemed a waste not to 
use them! Let’s pick — wait a 
minute! The phone is ringing! 

Do you know who that is? 

in 

Adam, you asked 
for case #9 but we 
brought you case 

#5, which you didn’t 
want! So we fixed it 
by giving you case 
#11, and we threw 
out cases 9 and 5! 

Threw them 
out?! Won't that 

throw the game 
off? Suppose 
one of those 
cases had the 

million dollars? 

I’m now going 
1 to introduce 

you to a very 
important 
person! 

for support! 

Yes, it’s the banker! He 
offers us contestants 
money not to go on 
if he thinks we'll win 
too much! But so far 
| don’t seem to be 

on a winning streak! 

More important? Then 
yy it has to be the people 

| brought to the studio 

Ah, so what's the 
big deal? Money 
isn’t everything! 
You said you liked 

to play games! Let’s 
not spoil it by being 
greedy! Now pick a 

different case! 

Way more 
important 
than them! 
It’s the guy 
who bought 

these 
commercials! 

That’s why the 
banker is offering 
you $2.50 to quit! | 
No, no, wait! He's 
going higher! He’s 

going all 
the way to $3 

if you quit now! 



rejected the bank's offer 
of $3! And trust me; he 

i | Howdy, you must have your cards 

Good 
choice! 

Amy, open 
the case! 

Contestants 
always bring 

along family or 
friends to help 
them decide 
what to do! 

Adam, tell us who 
you've brought! 

crazy? 13's 
an unlucky 

number! 
Pick another 
number! 

g a on 21 is model's make- 
ea} broken, up case! She 

pick got confused § 
nother | §@ | backstage! Pick | 
one! another one! 

I can’t stand that 
cal sound! Don’t open it! 

Pick another one! 
oe 

Howdy, I’m so glad you 
had Annie open case #19! 

There's only $5 in it! What a 
break for me! | get rid of 
another low amount! 

But | was wrong to make you 
choose case #19 when you wanted 
case #15! So we've decided to open 
case #15 which was $1,000,000! 

Let’s take that off the board! 

mixed up, I’m Annie, and | have 
case #19! Mandy has case #15! 

Adam, the banker 
is on the phone! 

It has nothing to do 
with the money on the 
board! The banker is 
offering you $22,000 
to dump the lawyer! 
He could be trouble! 

I'm Allison 
Dubois, 

a psychic, 
and 

| agree 
Adam 

is not in 
top form! 

I'm Claire 
Voyant, 

a fortune 
teller! 

I must say 
it looks like 

} Adam is not 
| doing well! 

I agree with 
the fortune 

teller and the 
psychic! I’m 

a lawyer and it 
just cost Adam 
$5,000 for me | 
to say this! 

I brought 
a 

fortune 
teller, 

a 
psychic 
anda 
lawyer! 

I didn’t think I had 
that much money 
on the winning 

side of the board 
for him to make 

an offer yet! 
No deal! The 
lawyer stays! 



D ates a eR 

The banker says you have a one-in- You're Okay, but we'll Here's your final Adam, | just bite 
three chance of winning $50,000! But | playing And have to eliminate i board, Adam: Where host the show! i 

hardball, can you another three |} three cases left! are I can’t answer } he doesn’t want you to go home with 
Adam, but translate cases! Bythe jj One contains the cases technical ; $50,000! So he’s offering you a 
so are we! those way, your lawyer }j $5, one contains with questions! § $22,000 CD with 6.5% interest 
Throw six amounts }@ just left with two § $500 and Besides | compounded daily for 2,300 days! And | 
more cases into U.S. }] of our models! § one contains big dollar jj the phone he wants your life-changing decision 
off the set! }] Currency! (| Tough break! § $50,000! ij amounts? is ringing! right...after this commercial! 

.—c OL aa 7 
Adam, | have to tell a So now you have a 50/50 chance that 
you that the offer How could the odds I'm afraid that was my fault, you're going to win $5 or $500! Because 

from the bank is less change in favor of Adam! During the commercial, the odds of you winning anything more 
] now because during the bank? They were the case | was holding accidentally fj] than a paltry $500 are small, the banker 

the commercial the 3 to 1 that | would win fell open, so it had to be removed has gone home! And so have the friends 
odds changed in $50,000, and I haven't from the game! Unfortunately, you brought! So you might as well open 

favor of the bank! opened any cases! it was the one with $50,000! the case you have to see what you won! 

\ on SEAL BP 

I] don’t know how it Holy &*%$!! That’s never supposed 
happened, Howay, to happen! But in an astonishing 

but my case turn of events like this, there’s 
has ONE MILLION another button on the desk that 
DOLLARS inside! I've been instructed to push! 

up! But you don’t go home empty-handed! In 
situations like this, we go back to what we feel 

‘| was in the previous case! So Adam, here’s your 
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RECYCLE YOUR OLD CLOTHES! Create Styl ish, Practical Pet Clothes for Dogs, Cat \ Ss, and Roosters 

Yo A OLD 
’ <a SWEATER 

tusinsand th rane 
pasa LAME = 
you should know! 

EFORE AND AFT
E 

GROCERY PRODUCTS 

| QUESTIONS Before There 

5,000 B.C., 3,000 B.C. or 

1,000 B.C.? 

C) 

In space, what do 
a : 4 Gx) Th wy e other astronaut’s 

body odor. 

WRITER AND ARTIST: AL JAFFEE 

‘/ astronauts breathe? 

What does the Roman 

a ab 
} = 

Aan 

Numeral XL mean? 

sae 
. 

- it is an 

\ caer 4 
xtra-Large numb

er. 

What do we call the 

scientists who study 

early civilizations? 

Was writing invented in 
share 

} We don’t know — nobody 

wrote down the date. 

NOSNJ4 9449 : Yala 

What device uses the Sun’s ia 

rays to tell the time? 

a irue or False? When people 

\ ask a true or false question, 

: _) they always say true 

; before false. 
5 its 

What is found near the ae 
ra = < > a The Polar Ice Mittens and 

the Polar Ice Earmuffs. 0, 

Polar Ice Cap? 

Is Barack Obama a doctor, h : ie SB eck 
@ happens to have the same 

name as the president. 

SNIMV SATUVHO “LSILUV 

OGNITVS 4d 1134 “LSILUV ONY HALIM 

a butcher or the president? 

Who enforced the rules 
easy 

| 

. 
ea i 

CG) 

at chariot races? 

Zam What covered almost 
ey D~ f a 

HS 7] one-fourth of the Earth 
eee 

ear we) 
ee 

during the Ice Age?
 

s EF 
e. DUH. 

WRITER: CHARLIE KADAU 



CLASS, I HAVE BADN 
For You! rm Agour a 
YOUA SURPRISE QUIZ! 

G XN \ YF im 
- WHO SAID 

1 A ANYTHING ABOUT = 
Ty S00 NEWS? 
Mak; o \ \ Bes 

WRITER: DAVE BERG ARTIST: FRANK STOCKTON 

You sang 

like a ventriloquist 

A TOY WERE | ad dummy. 

SURPRISED PN me 
quey HAVEN 1 

ADE YET 

You’re so 

terrible, you’re not 

even good enough for 

Bulgarian Idol. 

SULTS AND 
psRAsive LIGHTS!

 

That was 

terrible, | mean 
Don’t take this 

just awful. the wrong way, but 

| prefer you when | 

close my eyes. 

ARTIST: SCOTT BRICHER PHOTOGRAPHER: DARREN JOHNSON 

WRITER AND ARTIST: TERESA BURNS PARKHURST 

Popularity of bowli
ng soars when the 

bow and arrow is replaced by a he
avy ball. 

McDonald's scraps plan to offer on-track drive-thru window at Daytona 500. 

k a d 
accidenta

l y tur 
ng valve, 

shuts off 
Niagara F

a \s for t
wo hour .

 

Par ran er 
ns WrO 

Three Flags merges with One Flag and Two Flags to become Six Flags. 

A sweaty man 
invents the swe

atsult. 

Animal Rights Groups protest mistreatment of the computer mouse. 

MOTOR MUTTS 

BUT | SAW TH 
| SPEED LIMIT 
H SIGN THAT 

SAID “65.” 

WRITER: DAVE BERG 

Here On Gilligan's Bile 

AT THE TERMINATOR 
FAMILY REUNION 

DON'T 
FORGET 10 
TURN ON THE 
RED-EYE 
REDUCTION. 

WRITER AND ARTIST: PAUL GILLIGAN 

THAT WASN'TA SP 
LIMIT SIGN! /7 ees «|: | IN.THAT Case 
ROAC SIGN? ae 2 THIS ISNT ROUTE oo” 

= ROUTE sep Is = ars 

| =e 

ARTIST: BACHAN 



WARN IN THE U.S.A. DEPT. 

In these socially responsible times, Americans are paying closer on cosmetics have attempted to allay consumer concerns. We 
attention to the products they buy. Environmentally conscious figure that in order to survive in the competitive marketplace, 
merchandise labeling such as “Dolphin Safe” on tuna cans, soon virtually every product will need to call attention to its 
"Ozone Friendly” on spray deodorant and “No Animal Testing” own political correctness and it's with that in mind we present... 

& WRITER: FRANK SANTOPADRE ARTIST: GEORGE WOODBRIDGE 

COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 

rere 

BET ag WEY 

NNO/STOOLIES. CHEATS 
ORIINFORMANTS eee 
US an ilaty 

te 

zl 

—— 

AN a Mi. 7 ~ 1 i } ——— = ba + cal . 

SN ses: ' 1 enone 

THIS STACK OF LUMBER 
WAS MADE FROM TREES 

NOT A PART OF A 

ny 
~ 

NO <ATS OR KITTENS 
WERE VSEP (N THE 

PREPARATION OF THIS 

NO CLOWNS WERE 
SPRITZED IN THE 

SELTZER 
NOZZLE 

THIS CHOPPED MEAT SVs 
CONTAINS NO 

SEVERED FINGERS 
OR OTHER BODY 



Every year, magazines like Premiere and 

Entertainment Weekly concoct their master 

lists of The 100 Most Powerful Figures in 

Show Biz. Which always makes us wonder, 

“Uhhh, what’s the point?” Do we really need 

some hack staff writer’s list to know that one 

phone call from Steven Spielberg would 

convince any studio to greenlight the label on 

the side of a jar of Ragu? Does Tom Hanks cry J 
out in horror if he “slips” from #7 to #9? And 

considering that 90 of this year’s 100 names 

are the same names as last year, who cares? 

Instead of informing us that Julia Roberts 

is the #1 actress, why can’t they tell us 

something we don’t know...like, who’s the 

#200,001 actress? They'll never do it, 

though. It takes losers like us to tell losers 

like you about the Hollywood losers who are... 

ARTIST: HERMANN MEJIA WRITER: DESMOND DEVLIN 

Millicent Sonnengum 
} Héadsqueegee guy =| . : | The stylist who braids, waxes and 

4 for the Today show's _ | 2 We garden-weasels Robin Williams’ 

|| window. iT fF Ka) back hair. 

Operates the pneumatic mylar 
finger that pokes the 
Pillsbury Doughboy 
in his stomach. 



Does the actual backstage lifting and 
moving on Late Show with David 
Letterman, while all the other 
stagehands and Teamsters are busy 
doing their'deadpan incompetent 
schtick on camera. 

Supervises snot, puke and diarrhea continuity 
for the Farrelly Brothers movies. 

Danny DeVito’s f ae / iV | iy y, beef N84 
body double for all SS — NEES eT: ‘ Uy Sar Flosses the 
underwater scenes. Al ae Y . SS crevices of those 

\ / / 5 giant Oscar 
statuettes to a 

camera-friendly 
gleam before 
each annual 

telecast. 

_ “The Paraguayan 

Joan Cusack” 

Juggles the offers 
of starring roles 
and endorsement Ce 
deals for XFL has-bee' 
HE HATE ME. 

“re 

Despite being in the #1 movie of 2000, this year, 
follow-up scripts are coming in kind of slow. 



25 
Gear Fuc 

Kareem Skoom 
Represented Hank the Angry Drunken Dwarf 
for everything except The Howard Stern 
Show. Hasn’t worked since. 

LE Wai | 
Selected to belt out the 
Olympic anthen,, if and 

when the tiny island 
nation of Tonga ever 

gets the games. 

Carla Wocketty | 
Vaseline wrangler for actor/director/writer/ § 
producer Barbra Streisand’s self-absorbed 
closeup shots. ig 



= on the far lower left” in Episode 
===4'One: The Phantom Menace 

e.cut; DVD version,only), 

=e 
: : 

Co 
: : 

(Se) eee amy Gusig 

ss 
= ~ Cleans Larry King’s old-

man 
& _ Spittle out of his microphone, 

using only Windex and a toothpick. 

SWNe. IgA 

“Saliva Sid” Osprey 
Personally licks and seals invitation envelopes 

<a 

Kimby Wadsworth 
Lower East Side New York performance 
artist whose in-your-face “jello head” dance 
remains as piercing a critique of the 1985 
Iran-Contra scandal as ever. 

Jean-Luc Mustard 
S@-A\b. Portland’s 

eel a — : : leading mime. 

Bethany Foozball == | 

| and Matilda Mulch 

TT Bo 
Grun-Helga Olsen 
The unacknowledged third Olsen triplet, believed 
to be the ta ented one, whom Mary-Kate and 

keep locked up in the basement. 

nae . Z 

¢ 

SS Om . SERN Seepalab & 
| A == \ \ il | Baki bailiff on Judge Judy. ~ 



aN Ope © aa'e2 
) Wa (C) ae: = 

E OF LIGHT WEIGHT St pea (D) (CA (EL EATHER STRAPS TO HOOK 
Oe ees Cy As Q a © ii 70 YOUR BODY FULLY ADTUSTABLE. 
(B)MUITIPLE JOINTS, ALLOW ACTION \W— WS_SR Og) CFROTATING SHOULDER JOINT 

ARMS TO BE EXTREMELY VERSATILE Yo Ay Vor IZ SF ALLOWS FOR MAXIMUM ARM 
IN THEIR MOVEMENTS : RY | SA MOVEMENT. 

(© HANDS FUNCTION THE SAME AS ee Vs © BACKPACK CONTAINS A POWERFUL 
YOUR HANDS. ip ~S COMPUTER, WICH A OWS 
HANDS’ GRIPS ARE MORE POWERFUL 
THAN A GORILLAS. 8 @ ALTON, 

88 

WRITER AND ARTIST: BRENT ENGSTROM 

Gare 

BREAK THE PULL-UP RECORD IN GYM CLASS WITHOUT 
BREAKING A SWEAT/ JUST RELAX AND WATCH YOUR 
GYM TEACHER'S JAW DROP! 

wy) pemnapyy, 



Lut ( 

baby! Almost 

SCOTT NICKEL 

PEET TAMBURINO 

89 



GLEN LE LIEVRE 

OU TAA Sa esate | Yes, it’s true! “Old Style” super heroes may still 
fight bad guys with fisticuffs, but NEWER, HIPPER 

66 super heroes defeat their adversaries with 
THE HERO Pm) | SUPER CRIME-FIGHTING BLOGS. Our cutting-edge 

B Relee ER ! Santon heroically sets up his blog just in time! 

Santon had just sat down to watch www.supervillainblog.com @ 
an old-fashioned episode of his fave BY ye TAP TAR 
show “Golden Girls,” when suddenly ... . : TAP : 

Yes, we know, ACTION BLOGGING doesn’t lend itself to Suddenly, before Santon can 
MC Rata LLL eM acca move the fight to a Starbucks, Pea ae rhe , 1 off as the evil villain gets a are exciting moments of BLOGGING STRATEGY! Really! he develops CARPAL TUNNEL! | cramp and surrenders. But 

LEARN ERGONOMICS OR DIE! without a nemesis, Santon’s 

blog soon sucks ... 
Elbows at 90° & knees at 90° angles! Oh, like 

YOUR blog 

Santon’s typing posture pays 

He’s weakening ... | should UNNNGH! Battery’s dying ... 
use bigger type now! ... gotta find an outlet ... 
He’d never expect italic, .-. move our battle to a 
maybe ALL IN RED!! Starbucks ... SOON! 

DON ASMUSSEN 



2a YOUR SIF 
Did A truck uit You? Was it A 

ak 

CAR? A Motoecycre 2 How... How wit T er my Gop! ry ie — nl 
a \ \) 

Bot... ai THINK it's IMPogtant to 

RemMemBeR tHe LiFe tHat LARRY = EStl 

Lived. He WAS A RACcoons OF 

Digni ity AND.. AZ HMM? Ou, Corry! 
, Tam So Yi 

JACOB LAMBERT 

I COME ON, SWEETIE... 
*\ OPEN UP FOR THE 
AIRPLANES 

= (= 
2 
al 

(-) 
(o} 
2 
2 
S 
2 
[e} 
n 
q = 

91 



COOMBS & COOMBS pecause tin Youknow, You’ve 
some people find given me a 
it easier to come GREAT idea, 
up with ideas mbs! 
by sketching oomys! 

having trouble 
coming up 

with ideas. 
I’m blocked! 

COOMBS! I’ve had 
this NOTE PAD for Well, why 
TWO WEEKS and haven’t you 

the blasted thing filled it 

is still empty. with notes, 
Coombs? 

JASON COATES 

Excuse me, I have Vii f LI should just use the  ); 
to powder my nose.ja fl ] machine that travels through| 

EES | time So L don't have to 
Cpa BP E\wait for her to get back.J 

left my Keys in 
tomorrow's pants. 

Oh yeah. We can fix t 
We'll goa tiny bit into 
the future So that there 

are two of you, Too. 

Um, this is kind of weird. ) 
| I mean... there’s two of you: 

past you and present you. 

I couldn't wait for you to get 
back so L came to the future. 

Could we get 
another menu?) 

0h, wait, that didr?t work) | fi Okay, we're smart. 
Now there's two of you, We can Fix this. 

but four of us..” 

JOEY ALISON SAYERS 

92 



ARTIST: BOB CLARKE 93 
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MARGIN 
o Aragones’ “marginal” cartoons — 

ize he submits them to us! Nine out 

a Newsweek fan!) 
Enjoy this extra-large collection of Sergi 

printed here in the same eye-pampering s 

of ten ophthalmologists approve! (The tenth one is more of 
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Next time your parents complain about crime, 
tell them about these... 

[| 20 acs 
Be 5% 02 

YBa ela Zz 
Dee ye As an attacker approaches, pocketbook holder pushes a hidden button 

and hundreds of marbles are released. The attacker slips and slides while his 
target safely walks away with the aid of specially-designed spiked shoes! Almost all muggers attack from behind. This invention prevents that. A two-way 

shirt and jacket, a back-of-head mask and phony shoe fronts are easy to wear. 
Now, a mugger thinks you're always facing and watching him, so he stays away! 

When threatened by a street thug, squeezing the briefcase handle releases 
a huge smoke cloud. Special eyeglasses permit clear vision for the wearer, This invention uses the same idea behind automobile airbags. When a mugger 
who can take off without fear of bumping into the confused crook! attacks, airbags immediately inflate to fling the criminal away and protect the 

wearer. Just be careful it doesn’t go off when embraced by loved ones! 

98 99 
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A special sensor in the door lock detects when something other than a key is inserted into it, causing 
a trap door to spring open. The intruder plunges into a pit 20 feet deep. If you're going away on 
vacation, make sure there’s food and water in the pit or you'll return to a disgusting sight! 

As danger approaches, the threatened person activates and releases a concealed supply of super- 
slippery goo. Special oil-proof shoes don’t affect the wearer, while the attacker goes flying! 

j we 

a4 

As law-breaking goon grabs the purse, handle button (A) is released and trigger (B) unlocks 
the two separate bag sections. The powerful bear trap spring mechanism (C) gives the thief 

noo the message that he should find something better to do with his time! 



THE EXPLODING HAT N 
PALI PRN VIFF IAI YS OLA EK. AIY) 

X) ailetetetere ey: DSdoctg yew Sc 

= LE 
cae 

LLLP 
Par 

LL 

ee E — 

is 

was 

aa i t; 

HES 
Hh ZBis 

PTTL. LITT Mie: UG 
ja 

LLLLL ee 

is grabbed by a mugger, a specially-wired shirt collar triggers an explosive charge, 
causing the net to cover both attacker and his target. Since they are both trapped until 
police arrive, the attacker will not harm the victim, fearing more serious punishment! 

THE 2ACIC SM a 

Se 

cn 

A normal-looking backpack contains a spring-loaded flatiron, which is released 
upon any attack from the rear. Its force delivers a blow equal to being hit by 
a five pound weight dropped from the top of the Empire State Building! 101 



But Jay-Z beats him.with... But Justin Bieber beats 
ALCL) ALLL MAALL Eco Only to be defeated when 

Sarah Palin throws... Will.i.am. throws... 

SCISSORS WRITER: DAVE CROATTO 

But Pauly D smashes But The Situation slices Which gets covered by 

them with... through it.with his... a 

Which gets 
smashed by Which gets cut by 
Lil. Wayne’... Samantha Ronson’... 

-. eee 
LROEK 
(Not cool, bro!) 

ROCK! PAPER! 
Which is defeated by 

Churchill's... But those get smashed 
by. Katy Perry’s... But that gets beaten by 

President.Obama’.... 

But Superman saves the 
Co VA ALLE WALL ® BES 

ue 

ty FD 
: ~§ | SDOUBLE SEISSURS!= | ROCKS 

Which gets covered 
by. Hitler’s... 

ROEK!= 
102 Will.i.am: Moses Namkung; Jay-Z: chickswithguns; Justin Bieber: Kevin Aranibar; Sarah Palin: Roger H. Goun; LeBron James: David Shankbone; Samantha Ronson: Roman Pinzon-Soto; Robert Pattinson: Nicolas Genin; Adolf Hitler: Bundesarchiv; Katy Perry: José Goulao 103 

SEISSORS! 
(Whew!) 
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eB! BREAKING A NASTY HOBBIT DEPT. — 
: q fe 

How do you turn a dumb Petr i 

make it three times. Frantically: gut ack and f 
how drawn-out and repetitive each ¢ 
boring the di 
of alleged suspense should end with ‘nother 

into an “epic quest”? Make it big, make it long, and 
forth between storylines, so nobody notices 

is. Use made-up languages and subtitles to hide how 
alogue would be in Eng! i orotate story out of thin air. Every moment 

Haracter and his army showing up out of 
nowhere and saving the day. And whatever you do} make sure you byy_the extra-large tub of 
popcorn. You'll need it before you’re done! Becaus 

Unlike the real movie, 
MAD won’t make you 
sit around waiting for 
two and a half hours 

before you get to 
see the CGI mayhem 
and the computer- 
generated gore! 

there are NO-bathroom breaks during... 

Fine, but this is 
ridiculous! They drew 

all the characters 
together, even though 
half of them aren’t in 
this battle scene! They 
shouldn’t be allowed to 
screw around with true 

It’s artistic 
license! | These 

After all, the |}} ridicu- 
filmmakers {4 lous 
madeafew fF plot- 

changes to the lines 
original Lord come 
of the Rings from 

I'm still Dodo Gaggings, and I’m secretly 
carrying The Ring! At least it was supposed 
to be a secret! Too bad every other character 

in the entire trilogy apparently knows I’m 
hiding it! My number one dilemma is that 
the Ring's evil power is warping my mind! 

It’s turning me into a quick-tempered, 
embittered, bug-eyed midget! And Spike 

Enjoy the Spike Lee reference! It’s the first 
and last time in these movies that you'll 

hear about or see a black person! I’m Spam 
Gangrene, his faithful sidekick! But I’ve got 
my own problems! Can you imagine what 
it’s like, losing a charisma contest to a guy 

with one facial expression? Confused shock, 
confused shock, confused shock! Dodo makes 

ee ee c ee 

There’s lots of wooden acting 
around here, but don’t look 
at us trees! You'll never see 

a bigger pissed-off vegetable 
than me, at least until the next 

m Vin Diesel film comes out! Angry, 
violent trees, walking around 

Gaaaaaaahhhhhh! 
"tt 

and kicking butt? It’s like the 
source material like that books, too! ultimate horror movie for dogs! 

2% 

Lee says if | steal his act, he’ll sue me! the walking tree look like a method actor! 

Obviously you're forgetting my 
incredible two-minute cameo scene! It’s 
the one where | get outacted by a dead 
guy! But New Line Cinema didn’t hire me 
to play Argon for my emotional chops! 
Just check me out! In this Middle-Earth 
princess costume, the dopey movie goers 
who didn’t read the original books think 

the “two towers” refer to ME! 

There are many paths, Legolamb! 
Some are tangled and dark, others 
straight and true! And they're all 

crawling with unseen enemies! But h 
# enough about my hair! We're the 
4 good guys! We represent everything 

) that’s right and good and kind in the } and maybe three girls! There was 
world! So let’s kill, kill, Kill, Kill, kill! more of a feminine feel to Fight Club! 

y 7 \ z " 5 PD 

2 y Se ~ 

Gandoof here, complete 
with flashy costume change! _ f 

Just call me the VH1 Diva of the Py 
year 3019! I’ve gone from 

Gandoof the Gray to Gandoof 
the White! Of course, I’m not as 
young as | used to be! Let’s just 
say that my wizard’s Depends 
are off-white! Sorry, horsie! 

No wonder you're the king of long- 
distance relationships! Me, I’m here to 
supply the Fellowship with a softer 

side! And it sure needs it! Over 10,000 
creatures galloping through this movie 

Eeennyeehhhh! Some calls me Golfclub! Others 
calls me Cheeseball! Just don’t call me the name 
I fears most: “Jar-Jar Jr.”! Me wants my Precious! 
Me needs my Precious! But what am my Precious? 
An Oscar nomination! Some peoples say that a 

deeply disturbed special effect shouldn't be gets an 
Academy Award! Me say, what about Angelina Jolie? 

7 as . I Re 
“4 

This bloody battle Rrrrr! Do That’s no 
presents the my eyes fat, hairy 

greatest fear that any deceive dwarf! 
warrior dwarf has! me or That's the 
My last sight on is that director, 

Middle-earth could Gimmicki's Peter 
be a dorc’s groin! twin? Jackson! 

In fact, my middle looks like Earth! 
While I directed these three epics, 

| even learned to speak in 
Elvish, Sindarin, and Quenya! 
The only thing | never learned 
to say in any language is “cut”! 



Before | stab you, tell me 
something! How could we fall for 
hundreds of miles through a dark 
cavern inside Middle-earth, and ff 

land on top of a snowy mountain? [i 

. é = 

The dorcs passed by this place Great! So, 
nine hours and 16 minutes 

ago! This footprint is 1/100th 
of an inch deeper than the 

others! The dorc who left it was| | Hey, 
carrying Baggybuns! And this what am 

microscopic flake of foot I, amind 
dandruff came from Pimple! reader? 

N10 

Search me! I’m still trying 
; to figure out why | let 
myself fall in the first place! 
Look at me! I've got wings! | 

What was | thinking? 

Impossible! This man 
which way 

did they go? 

Yow! | had 
a horrible 
nightmare! 

Look . 
out, Mr. Grab him, 
Dodo! Spam! Punch 
I think [=| him! Meanwhile, 

it’s David I'll just stand 
Spade, here and make 
without | my bug-eyed 
makeup! “stunned” face! 

ia 

ee 

is the supreme ruler 
of a nation! Who 
would believe he 

could be a zonked-out 
vegetable, taking 
orders from his 

sleazy underlings? 

GR, ft Wfp 
ee ted, 
Le 0 

Yeah, me too! Michael Jackson was 
dangling me from a hotel balcony! 

It’s tough being three feet tall! 

What good will that do? 
SE A ae, 

I don’t know! 
But somehow, holding 
this dumb, wet, non- |} 

A] blinking expression has 
kept me alive through 

87 attacks so far! 

My friends, we face an Axis of Evil! Let’s roll! But we 
will stop these evildoers from doing those evil doings 

that they do! Let’s roll! They’re either with us, or 
against us! Let's roll! Let’s roll! Let’s roll! | recently 

received a letter from a 10-year-old girl asking me to 
stand tall for freedom, and also to end the estate tax! |= 

a WY 

4 

% 



seen a living, talking 
tree! But maybe 
that’s because 

I'm the only person 
on Middle-earth 

who’s never watched 
The Wizard of Oz! 

Astounding! 
It’s Gandoof! 
We thought 

you were dead! 

@# De 2 

; Watching you 
herky-jerky trees 

+} lurch and lumber 
around is like having 

front-row seats 
for a Cavaliers- 

/ IX a aes ba 
| Slow, huh? That’s 

pretty big talk for 
j two “heroes” who 

) 
I 

Yes, | guess it would be a huge surprise to anyone 
who hasn't read the fifty-year-old books and didn’t 

see the movie trailers and didn’t notice all the 
publicity featuring Ilan McKellen and all three of you! 

G Vern 

Pe 5: BGA?.0 

Gea 

(| spend five hours out 
| of a nine-hour trilogy 

TE 

° 

f 

Hide, Master! It be a Fazool! 
Thems only have one weak- 
ness! Thems can track the 
Ring for a thousand miles 
right to the exact spot 
where Master is hiding, 

but thems can’t quite find 
him hiding under a tree! 

CC 

Come out, come 

out, wherever 
you are! 

Oh well, I’ve 

searched this 
area for nine 

seconds! What 
more can I do? 

efore you enter, you must D’oh! That's what | 
surrender all your weapons! But get for hiring special Fe® 
the guy with the eight-foot oak U.N. weapons 
staff shooting sparks can pass! 



Nay, 
spare Your peaceful 
this |} nature has softened 

wretch’s |] my heart! You don’t 
life, like to see anyone 

die, do you? 

My heart is yours, Princess! Is 
it so hard to believe that a man 
could fall in love with a woman 

she spoke to him once? 

Tl2 

|) Batten down the hatches! Me goes for the 
Oscar now! Apparently all me have to do to be 
an Oscar contender is to copy that “Subliminal 
Man” skit from SNL! Shut up! No, you shut 
up! Why don’t you both shut up? My sister! 
My daughter! Knock, knock! Who's there? 

he barely knows, just because | 

= Just the opposite! | love to kill by |7 = 
"| the dozen! So instead of whacking 

this one weasel, let him go tell : 
Aspercreme about our plans! Then |)” 
we get to face yet another army of | 
ugly creeps for me to slaughter! |) 

wonders watching this 
movie! And the other half 
wouldn’t know! They've 

never spoken with a woman! 

# He’s the nuttiest movie 
character since Mariah 
Carey's in Glitter! But 
even she doesn’t sing 
duets with herself! 

Not for half of the dateless 

Hey, don’ts be 
knocking it! I've 
got two more 
personalities 
than both of 

you combined! 

You're an elf and 
he’s a man! Don’t 
you know that 

mixed marriages 
rarely work out? | — 

If we can keep this 
scintillating debate 

going for another 
year, we could get 
a show on CNN 
or FOX News! 

Many people think Golfclub is a 
computer-generated character 

like me! They are wrong! In 
fact he is the oddball love 
child of Calista Flockhart 

and Mr. David Hyde Pierce! 

PSY 

} Ah, I Knew it 

7 

uldn’t 

we a 

This co 
isa be Princess Argon 
good kissing me awake! 
dream, These lips felt too 

Willlburrrr! small to be hers! 

2) | 



Aspercreme’s forces are concentrated 7 
past the Bottomless Coffee! If we 
can contact our allies across the 
Sausage Link, send scouts to the 

Silver Dollar Stack, and regroup by 
the Harvest Grains, we'll be ready! 

The odds are hopeless! I'd say we’re doomed! 
Unless we get last-minute help from an 

army of elves, a division led by a wizard, and 
some giant killer trees! In that case, we'll 

only lose one character with a speaking role! 

Hey, dummy! This isn’t 7 
|} a map of Middle-earth! 

'| This is a placemat for 
the International 
House of Pancakes! 

No wonder 
I could j 

never find fh 
the River of 

Log Cabin 
Syrup! 

Impressive! Where 
did you learn to 

harness your rage 
and inflict such 

insane punishment? 

every single change from the books! They're pre-ordering 
online tickets for 

You have thirty arrows 
in your chest, your 
bowels are missing 
and your spine has 

the third movie! They're unstoppable! 
f 2 

POLE lio \ _—T = 
Don’t worry about me! Everybody who's 

supposed to be dead in these movies turns 
up alive! Dodo, Gandoof, Pimple, Baggybuns, 
Peppercorn! The best survival plan for anyone 

I'm gonna 
cut your 

tiny 
pieces 

into tiny 
pieces! 

battle will go 
©] on for almost 

41 the rest of 
the movie! 

's impossible! 
How can 
we defeat 

10,000 foes? 

It’s the Ring, Mr. Dodo! The 
Ring is poisoning your soul! 
It’s turning you into a bitter, fs 
hateful dwarf! You’re like 

Janeane Garofalo with hairy } 
feet! Well, hairier feet! 

Not a problem! Before 
I took this role, | played 

the ship captain in Titanic! 
So you see, I’m used to 

choppy, overlong disasters! 

You're right! I'll take the 9,999 
| on the left! You guys handle 

that one-legged Gesund-Heit 
having the coughing fit! 

This whole battle is 
impossible to follow! Lemme 
break this down! Dumb play 
by Aspercreme! Dumb play! 
The lizard offense moves in in Bored of the Rings is to seemingly get killed! 

TT) here, then boom! Where’d 
those trees come from? Back 
in the day, they used sticky 

maple sap on their hands, but 
now they’ve got those gloves! 



| All | can do is give him 
a 6.8! But it’s hopeless! 
They drop the lowest 

score anyway! 

What you’re 
doing is so 

important! You 
have to keep on 

We'll crank up ete 
| volume on this twinkle- 

twinkle “Bjork Lite” 
soundtrack full blast! 

beasts! | [ We'll boil 
We'll |] your man- 
cut | 4tongues and 

| come so far 
already! Don’t 

quit now! 

I can’t believe we're inside a triple-layered 
impregnable castle, yet there just happens to be 

one teeny-weeny hole in the wall that can explode 
the entire structure! Who built this thing, anyway? 

fighting! You’ve 

The same 
guys who 

designed the 
Death Star for 
Darth Vader! 

What choice do | have, 
dummy? I’m stuck in the 
middle of nowhere! What 

else am | going to do 
besides go on? Sit here 

j for the Test of my = 

What I'd like to know is 
why the dorcs invented 
a gunpowder bomb, but |= 
for some unexplained |‘ 

reason don’t have guns! 

| wasn’t calking ts to you, Mr. 
Dodo! | was talking to the 
audience! They've almost 

made it to the six-hour mark, 
and there's still a whole other 
movie to go! Their butts must 
be number than Joan Rivers’ 

face on Botox night! 

Still, 
I can’t 

help but 
feel like 

Aw everything's 
i eeneee 

| El wrongo! When we started, Peppercorn, Legolamb and Gimmicki were looking for the 
Slobbits, and they never found them! The Slobbits were lost near the forest, and they’re 
still lost by the forest! Sorehead was preparing his final attack! Golfclub was plotting to 
steal the Ring! Argon was longing for Peppercorn! And you and me were trying to reach 
Torpor, and guess what? We're still trying to get there! Those chumps out there just 

sat through a three-hour movie where absolutely NOTHING in the plot has progressed! 
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MAD'S HOME MOVIES 
-Soewe TuRee SCENE FOUR - SCENE FI . MOMMY LITTLE BROTHER LITTLE SISTER eerste 
BODES GOES GOES WINING SWIMMING SWIMMING 
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SCENE SEVEN 
POOCHY 
FETCHES 
A STICK 
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SCENE TEN SCENE TWELVE 

FEEDING SCENE ELEVEN HOME 

DADDY DADDY SWEET 
FIXES HOME 
A FLAT 



PHILADELPHIA, PA. — August 9 

PHILADELPHIA LAWYERS’ DAY PARADE 

ANNUAL RETURN OF THE SECAUCUS MOSQUITO HORDES 

ANDOVER, MASS—April 15 if J Vy SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA—September 27 i 

ie 

YOU R ARELY 
HEAR ABOUT 
WRITER AND ARTIST: PAUL PETER PORGES COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO—June 7-14th 
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BECAUSE OF HIS PooR HEALTH,SPENCER Was 
ON A SPECIAL DIET WHICH HAD Ta BE. 
PREPARED FRESH DAILY. 

WHERE AM | GOING TOGET V4 
oQSREANIC TIBETAN MILLETOR 

> TRUFFLE-FEO LLAMA orn 
te KURED CAVIAR FROM > 

FARM-RAISED STURGEON: 

TANT UNCLE OF MINE ASKED ME 

ean His SICK DOG $PENCER WHILE 

HE WENT ON VACATION, 

FEED HIM? TAKE )O°% 
WIM FoR WALKS P 
ic DIDNT SAY ANYTHING 

AROUT THIS ON THE 
PHONE. 

LUCKILY THERE WAS A BOAT LEAVING 
THENEXT PAY THAT WAS GOING IN 
THAT GENERAL DIRECTION. 

TLY THEONLY PLACE TO Buy THE 

tesa ia WAS ON A SMALL 
ISLAND 

OFF FRENCH GUI
A : 

Tra SORRY SIR, THE LAST ee 
eens 

ER FRAT DESTINATION WAS NEVER SEEN AG
AIN, 

WELL, How 
ABouT A 

HELICOPTER 

THEN t 

THIS STUFF 1S AWFULLY 
EXPENSIVE. PONT YoU CARRY 

A GENERIC 
BRAND ? 

SURE BUT 
NOT HERE, 

THAT WoVLD 
RE ATOUR 
BROOKLYN 
BRANCH. 

THINGS DION T Go AS SMCoTHLY & UNCLE HAD COME AND TAKEN 4/M Back. RETURN “TAIF. 
a 9G MAYBE ~ s7) NEXT BOAT ae “| SHOULD 

Pema 
Rv HAVE BROUGHT 

\ NI 
UNDERWEAR, 

SOME Socks 
AAD 

236 | oe 
pial 

WRITER AND ARTIST: P.C. VEY 122 



There's a disturbing new movement that's caught the public's attention. 
A new innovation like this may seem like a good idea, but it's forcing 
people to endure awkward — even embarrassing — new activities, 
and it’s a change that comes with a hefty price! So far, there’s been 
an active response, as more and more people stand up for themselves. 

FOLD PAGE OVER LEFT FOLD BACK SO THAT “A” MEETS “B” 
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IN BLOG WE TRUST DEPT. 

[4 July|06:12pm] 

[mood| — annoyed] 

[8 July|08:50pm] 

[15 July|11:06am] 

[19 July|7:22pm] 

[mood| sore-er! ] 

[About Me] 

[Name|Tad] 

[Age|Old enough to get a job, 

apparently] 

[Allergies| Penicillin, Geometry] 

[2 July|O2:44pm] 

[6 July|03:37pm] 

[16 July|02:31pm] 

[mood| A cranky] 

[22 July|4:42pm] 

[mood| relieved] 

WRITER: TIM CARVELL 



The only theme we look for 
relaxed atmosphere. But so 

when eating out is fine dining in a 
mewhere along the way somebody 

OUT-OF-BUSINESS 

OKAY, WHO GETS THE 
SEA-BASS- TURKEY. HAM. WURST 

FUSION SURPRISE? = a 

io (eo 
- ree aN SOUNDS PRETTy 

Ba 4 SX Gop. 

...[t turned out that welding 
is just not a theme conducive to fine dining 

“Sports Memorabilia” adorning the walls 

... The so-called 

left a lot to be desired 

BUCK'S 
TEXAS CHAINSAW 

STEAKHOUSE IBV'S 
CHANNEL 
MABKER 

FAI -.. Somehow, the innate charm of dining al fresco on a working buoy maintenance barge just never caught on 

...Tableside slaughtering 

is not as romantic as it sounds 

126 

...Trying to b 
base on the premise 

establishment was |U 

7 ee 

OKAY! YOU WANTED 
MASHED POTATOES 21?! 
THERE’S YOUR #425 BO 
MASHED POTATOES /// 

rn ay ae e 
Ea nol eee 

Eee. . & 

ut 
Ay 

7a) 

- y 

= if 

__All meals were 

served “Dysfunctional Family Style” 

WRITER AND ARTI 

uild a sean ; 

that they’re a “Chaw Frien 

sta def idea from the
 get-go 

ST: JOHN CALDWELL 

...Waiters on stilts 
made some diners a bit uncomfortable 

> GOOD CARP/ BAD CARP 
Seafood Gril 

SEE, I’D LIKE TO BRING You You is 
" 

R ROCKEFELLER, BUT My PARTNER... ee pets BEAT You SILLY WITH A FRESH ACKEREL (Fy : 
a 40% CLAM yal <_ Ms POLSOLiPPo ! \ 5 

pe 

lel 

‘ Da ; f 

4 ; . f & 1 

-URE...The two-waiters-per-table 
experiment just didn’t cut it 

a 

‘ 
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COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 



STAR SoHE, EPIC LOAD. UI 
Of all the books ever published, 

this is one of them! 

The pages inside were chosen by a special committee . su 
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that inspired the hit Cartoon Network show. Job well i SHG HOOT OWL 
done, special committee! 
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